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Forgetting Qowíšal: History and Memory at Sea Ranch
Thesis by
Jocelyn Brabyn Hunter
ABSTRACT
Purpose: This study explores how the Kashaya Pomo village of Qowíšal became the industrial
maritime landscape at Black Point that was transformed in less than a century into a vacation
destination through careful management and a complex process of forgetting. One of the
purposes of this thesis is to contribute to a more nuanced understanding of Sea Ranch’s history in
part by employing environmental historical interpretation, which incorporates multiple
viewpoints across ethnicity, gender, and socioeconomic class. By applying a new lens of
historical understanding to a place that has a strong sense of its own story, this thesis puts this
designed landscape in the context of its larger history in order to discover a more inclusive and
diverse regional identity that extends outside of Sea Ranch’s boundaries.
Procedure: This study analyzed historical documents, including photographs, oral histories,
maps, articles of incorporation and newspapers as well as secondary sources in an attempt to
produce a historical context of the maritime landscapes of Qowíšal, Black Point, and
contemporary Sea Ranch. Existing archaeological surveys were also studied. The documentary
and archaeological data were examined through the lens of memory and landscape studies to
define each maritime cultural landscape, and determine what collective memory exists at Sea
Ranch about Qowíšal and Black Point.
Findings: Documentary and secondary sources illustrate how the area's natural beauty and its
sheep ranching heritage has influenced and been commemorated on the Sea Ranch landscape,
while the cultural landscapes of Qowíšal and Black Point have been muted or forgotten. While
the Qowíšal and Black Point maritime cultural landscapes used the sea as a resource and were
dependent upon interconnectedness, the sea is viewed without being used in the Sea Ranch
cultural landscape, whose residents value the remoteness and isolation they perceive there.
Conclusions: By studying Black Point this thesis contributes to research on layered maritime
cultural landscapes, Northern California doghole ports, and memory studies. Interpretation at the
Sea Ranch Lodge and by Sonoma County Regional Parks, both of whom operate places open to
the public at the site of Black Point and Qowíšal, could use an environmental historical model to
incorporate the many cultural landscapes that exist in this place, as would be in keeping with the
intentions of Master Planner Lawrence Halprin. This thesis adds to the growing body of work
dealing with memory and perceptions of landscape, maritime cultural landscapes, and
environmental historical interpretations of the past, as well as endangered coastal cultural
resources in need of study before they are eroded away by natural forces.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

About two and a half hours north of the San Francisco Bay Area along California’s
scenic Highway 1 is where the rugged northern Sonoma County coastline can be found, where
the cliffs are high, the surf is up, and gas stations are few and far between. Just shy of the
northernmost county line lies Sea Ranch, a unique second-home community with houses
designed to blend into the coastal prairie landscape that offers solitude, recreation, and long
walks overlooking the ocean. The development had been a sheep ranch when it was conceived
in 1963, and weathered structures that had been used for agricultural purposes were left in place
while new homes were designed to blend in with the landscape. These structures inspired Sea
Ranch’s architecture, which has been called? “barn-style” (Gregory 2015). Parts of the working
past that are still visible at Sea Ranch are decidedly bucolic. In fact, the Sea Ranch landscape
had many histories before it became a vacation destination, and only one of them was a sheep
ranching history. Although not immediately apparent to outsiders, multiple cultural landscapes
coexist at Sea Ranch, a place that has as many layers as a Vidalia onion. Regardless of the
presence of modern landowners, this land is sacred to the Kashaya Pomo whose ancestors called
it home. In another era, men exploited the timbered slopes of an industrial landscape and
shipped the milled wood from coves cut out of Sea Ranch’s rocky shores in schooners.
This thesis will focus on one small part of Sea Ranch, a place known as Qowíšal
(pronounced Kowishal) to the Kashaya Pomo, the region’s indigenous tribe, members of which
live today nearby at Stewarts Point Rancheria. Qowíšal was known to 19th century Californians
as the industrial shipping port town of Black Point, where today the swanky Sea Ranch Lodge
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dominates a pastoral landscape. Sea Ranch today betrays very little of its industrial heritage.
Sea Ranch’s visionary architects have worked hard to make its seminal buildings blend into the
coastal landscape, barren now of the stumps of the trees that once covered it and still velvety
with the grasses leftover from its sheep ranching period that succeeded Black Point.
The full scope of this layered cultural landscape is not apparent to anyone visiting it for
the first time. Interpretation of Qowíšal’s history, at the Sea Ranch Lodge and at the Sonoma
County Regional Parks public access point called Black Point Beach, is limited where it exists at
all, and published histories of the Sea Ranch do not encompass all of the cultural landscapes that
exist here. As a result, although multiple stories exist about the history of Black Point and Sea
Ranch, only a few are part of the region’s collective memory, as it is the dominant story chosen
that is interpreted for and remembered by residents and visitors to Sea Ranch. One of the
purposes of this thesis is to contribute to a more nuanced understanding of Sea Ranch’s history in
part by employing environmental historical interpretation, which incorporates multiple
viewpoints across ethnicity, gender, and socioeconomic class. A broader interpretation that
incorporates many stories about its many pasts and how they shaped the landscape, starting with
Black Point and including the Kashaya history of Qowíšal, would “widen the range and increase
the vitality of the search for meaning in the western past,” fostering diversity in doing so
(Limerick 1991:88). By applying a new lens of historical understanding to a place that has a
strong sense of its own story, this thesis puts this designed landscape in the context of its larger
history in order to discover a more inclusive and diverse regional identity that extends outside of
Sea Ranch’s boundaries.
Sea Ranch is a coastal cultural resource on private property whose landscape reflects its
recent creators’ values of leisure and natural beauty, commemorating the more bucolic aspects of
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its working past while concealing its industrial and indigenous pasts. While the analysis of
Kashaya cultural sites in the Black Point region is beyond the scope of this project, it is
important to acknowledge the presence of the Kashaya Pomo at Sea Ranch. This thesis
demonstrates how an industrial extractive working landscape was transformed in less than a
century through careful management and a complex process of forgetting into a unique
homeowner’s community whose real estate and cultural values hinge upon the aesthetic beauty
of its natural resources, where heritage, memory and politics intersect. This thesis adds to the
growing body of work dealing with memory and perceptions of landscape, maritime cultural
landscapes, and environmental historical interpretations of the past, as well as endangered coastal
cultural resources in need of study before they are eroded away by natural forces. A primary
purpose of this thesis is to document a historic context for future research in the Sea Ranch area
for future archaeologists who will survey Black Point. The results of this research may translate
into interpretation materials both for Sea Ranch and for Sonoma County Regional Parks.
The many histories of Sea Ranch include farming, grazing, logging, construction, and
recreational activities. Combined with its coastal location, where houses and other cultural sites
are subject to the relentless power of the waves and sea level rise, Sea Ranch has virtually all of
the risk factors for erosion. This study has significance for places up and down the coast that are
in danger of losing their cultural resources to sea level rise and erosion before their context has
been fully explored and interpreted for the public. Additionally, this thesis will show how the
role of the sea has changed over time in people’s perceptions of the landscape, from a utilitarian
corridor during the Black Point era, to a source of leisure and real estate value today.
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Figure 1.1: Map showing Sea Ranch.

Study Area and Archaeological Sites Recorded
The Study Area
The Sea Ranch is a second-home community that encompasses 5,000 acres and about 16
km of Sonoma County coastline between Stewart’s Point and Gualala, California. Black Point is
located at the southern end of the development. The boundaries of the town site of Black Point
have never been recorded, so the study area is limited to land that has already been surveyed
which contains historic features associated with historic period occupation. The study area for
the purposes of this thesis is the 52-acre parcel of land that features the Sea Ranch Lodge, two
4

historic structures, and the doghole port Bihler’s landing (APN 122-200-009). These boundaries
coincide approximately with the Kashaya Pomo village site Qowíšal. The parcel been surveyed
on multiple occasions since its construction, which took place between 1964 and 1972.
The town site is accessible from a trail behind the Lodge, and also from the parking lot of
Black Point Beach, which is owned and operated by Sonoma County Regional Parks. Parking at
Black Point Beach is free, and access is possible via a bluff-top trail that meanders through the
old town site and out to the cove where shipping took place, Bihler’s Landing.

Figure 1.2: Map of the study area

The study area is bisected east and west by Highway 1, extending west into the Pacific
Ocean which enters the cove. The study area is relatively flat, ranging between sea level and 175
feet above mean sea level, with slightly sloping grades, covered in mostly tall grasses (Bieling
1997). The study area is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the west, and surrounded by private
properties. State Highway 1 bisects the study area east-west, and it is unknown how far to the
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east the town of Black Point may have extended, if at all. Most of the project area terrain
includes 0-15% slope with lands comprising coastal terrace (Bieling 1997). Soils are mostly
Baywood series loam sand with a smaller proportion comprised of Rohnerville loam (Bieling
1997). A dozen trails and fence lines bisect the property. Most of the lands are open with tree
cover limited to the north and south boundaries and areas near the Lodge, and unentrenched
seasonal drainages and wetlands carry runoff from the coastal hills westward through the parcel
to the ocean (Bieling 1997).
The natural vegetation of the study area consists of a mixture of a large variety of native
plants and some introduced ornamentals (Bieling 1997). The lodge has largely been landscaped
and includes iceplant, vinca, and ferns, while the open grasslands are dominated by annual and
perennial native bunchgrasses, irises, lupines, and berry vines; cypress trees form parts of the
north and south boundaries; and native wildflowers and shrubs are abundant (Bieling 1997).
Non-native varieties include hydrangea and cannas, among others (Bieling 1997).
The Black Point Trail, which begins on Sonoma County Regional Park land and proceeds
through the Sea Ranch Lodge parcel, is covered with wood chips and surrounded by tall grass,
which limit the ability of archaeologists to determine the extent of the sites they encounter. The
northern portion of the site is located in an open field consisting of native and non-native grasses.
The double-headed point at the western edge of the parcel is called Bihler’s Landing.
The point consists of steep cliffs fifty to sixty feet high leading down to the ocean, made of an
erosion-resistant conglomerate that includes Black Point Spilite, a magnetic anomaly from which
Black Point gets its name (Cochrane 2017). The conglomerate also includes granite, marble,
gneiss, schist, amphibolite, quartzite, volcanc rocks, shale and sandstone. It is bordered by
numerous rocks above the water and has rocky headlands covered in mussels, and the bottom of
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the cliffs is rocky and irregular (Marx et al. 2017). Kelp covers the rocks during the summer
months. Sea life that make their home here include abalone, scallops, mussels, lingcod, cabezon,
rockfish, greenlings, red abalone, sea urchins, shore crabs, seals, and the occasional river otter
(Marx et al. 2017). There is a bluff trail that leads inland to the site along the coast. The bluff top
has been modified by grading and by the addition of a roadbed (Marx et al. 2017).

Archaeological Surveys
Although the town site of Black Point has not been surveyed, a number of surveys have
been made in the vicinity of the Sea Ranch Lodge which this study uses. Bieling and Psota
(1998) surveyed the 52-acre parcel on which the Sea Ranch Lodge is located, which includes the
Sea Ranch Lodge, two historic structures, and the doghole port Bihler’s landing. They found
four prehistoric sites in addition to recording the two buildings. They were unable to relocate
two prehistoric sites which had been identified in a survey conducted in 1976 by Branscomb
(1976). In 2015 representatives from Sonoma State University’s Anthropological Studies Center
made a pedestrian survey of Sea Ranch for a fiber optics cable route. They identified three
additional prehistoric sites within a quarter mile of the Sea Ranch Lodge. In 2016,
representatives from California’s State Parks, Sonoma State University, and National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) made a pedestrian survey of Bihler’s Landing, and
recorded the doghole port and its associated hardware (Marx and Lawrence 2016).

Theoretical Framework
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The research framework used in this study consists primarily of cultural landscape studies
and memory studies, which are intertwined in many places. Explaining how and why the Black
Point and Qowíšal landscapes have been left out of Sea Ranch’s collective memory requires a
discussion about the connections between memory, landscape, and placemaking, which are all
closely interrelated. Landscape, place and memory are discussed, followed by a discussion of
collective memory, memorials, and forgetting, an inherent aspect of memory. Viewing the Sea
Ranch communities in this study as parts of a maritime cultural landscape contributes to deeper
understanding of their connection to the landscape; maritime cultural landscapes are discussed.
A section follows on ecological and “New Western” history, based on showing how diverse
peoples interacted with each other and their environment, as this is an appropriate model for
interpreting the many layers of cultural landscapes at Sea Ranch. This landscape’s close
proximity to the ocean requires a section on sea level rise and erosion, which adds a sense of
urgency to the need to record coastal cultural resources like this one.

Research Questions
This thesis addresses how collective memory has formed around the designed landscape
at Sea Ranch. The goal of this study at its most basic level is to uncover the layers of cultural
landscapes that exist at Black Point, a small part of Sea Ranch. This thesis provides historical
background before applying theoretical framework to discover the intersection of history,
memory, and politics at Sea Ranch.
In sharp contrast to the Sea Ranch of today, Black Point was an industrial complex
dedicated to transporting lumber from the then-forested Salt Point township down to San
Francisco by schooner. In those days before the construction of Highway 1, the ocean served as
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the main transportation corridor up and down the coast for schooners laden down with timber
products (Farmer 2013). Alive with activity, Black Point was an outpost of civilization in the
1870s, with a hotel, a blacksmith shop, a stagecoach station and a saloon among other buildings,
many with the false fronts that represented civilization in their time. Less than a century later,
this raw industrial landscape that existed for the purpose of extraction of natural resources would
become a vacation destination for those who sought refuge from the loud clamor of civilization
and wished to find solace in the natural beauty of the landscape. Lawrence Halprin, Sea Ranch’s
Master Planner, was an innovative landscape architect who incorporated ideas of ecology,
biodynamics, and community into his architectural plans, as well as Gestalt psychology and
systems theory (John-Alder 2002). He saw The Sea Ranch as an “ecoscore,” a term he coined to
convey the changing role an organism plays within a continually changing environment (Halprin
2002).
• How did the Sea Ranch go from an industrial landscape into one that Lawrence Halprin
felt he could transform in such a radical way?
Sea Ranch was conceived in 1963 when the land was still being used as a sheep ranch. A few
ranch-era structures were intentionally preserved as new buildings were designed that would
blend into the natural landscape.
•

How has the sheep-ranching heritage of this place been commemorated and what does
it tell us about the Sea Ranch connection to the landscape?

At Black Point, traces of the Kashaya sacred places are not visible to outsiders and all the stumps
from its logging past are gone, replaced by rolling fields of native coastal grass—yet two
structures still stand, one of which has been reinforced. What these structures are, why they
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have been preserved, and what that says about how Sea Ranch has manipulated the landscape are
questions this thesis addresses.
•

What is the relationship between the two remaining buildings at Black Point and the
Sea Ranch Lodge?

Because this thesis deals with coastal communities, the role of the sea is central to this thesis.
Each cultural layer is studied as a maritime cultural landscape, and the role of the sea is different
for each community.
•

How did the role of the sea change over time in people’s perceptions of the landscape,
from a utilitarian corridor during the Black Point era, to a source of leisure and real
estate value today?

Additionally, each community had a unique connection to the landscape. Although the Black
Point community is long dispersed, their connection to their industrial landscape can be
extrapolated from primary sources with the help of the theoretical framework used in this thesis.
•

What is the Kashaya Pomo connection to the Qowíšal cultural landscape? What is the
Sea Ranchers connection to their cultural landscape? What might have been the Black
Point connection to their landscape?

A goal of this thesis is to provide material to create site interpretation to be displayed on site for
visitors to the Sea Ranch Lodge or Black Point Beach.
•

How is Black Point currently being interpreted, and where?

•

What is the best plan for site interpretation that might be used by the Sea Ranch
Association as well as Sonoma County Regional Parks? Where might such interpretation
be posted?

10

Data Sources
Scholarly historical research on Sea Ranch is limited. Sea Ranch resident Susan Clark’s
(1990) Master’s thesis, The Del Mar Ranch: From the German Rancho to the Sea Ranch,
California, 1845-1964 is the source for nearly all historical interpretation of this area. Clark
researched Sea Ranch exhaustively in the 1980s to produce her 260-page Master’s thesis, which
is the most thorough study anyone has ever made of the Sea Ranch. Her thesis has been
converted into a book, The Sea Ranch, as well as informing the Sea Ranch website’s historical
background section. Clark’s thesis is cited by most of the archaeological reports used in this
study, as well as all of Harry Lindstrom’s (2001, 2013, 2014) historical research on Sea Ranch.
Sea Ranch resident Lindstrom’s historical works and lectures have been published by the Sea
Ranch Association and were also used in this study. Sea Ranch’s first official history, Richard
Dillon’s (1965) Story of the Sea Ranch, confused Black Point with another town called
Fisherman’s Landing, rendering most information in it suspect.
Due to the fact that most secondary sources about Sea Ranch’s history are based on a
single secondary source, this study made significant use of primary sources. Among the data
sources used in this thesis are primary sources such as oral histories conducted in the 1970s by
Ed Wells. Historical maps were studied to determine the locations of buildings and roads, as
were historical photographs. Newspaper articles mentioning Black Point or the shipping news
from Bihler’s Landing were studied, primarily from the San Francisco-based Daily Alta
California and Sonoma County’s Press Democrat. Historical atlases were also helpful.
The most important Kashaya Pomo source used in this study was a confidential
manuscript prepared for the California Department of Transportation by Kathleen Dowdall, Otis
Parrish, Margaret Purser, John Wingard, and a number of Kashaya tribal scholars, entitled The
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Kashaya Pomo Cultural Landscape Project. Early ethnographic works on the tribes of Northern
California contributed to background information on the Kashaya tribe and Qowíšal in particular.
A number of books and articles have been written about contemporary Sea Ranch, many
of which were used in this study. Archaeological sites were studied to determine what has been
recorded already at Black Point, and what remains to be documented.

Thesis Organization
This thesis has five parts. The first part will introduce the research framework that is
necessary in order to understand the purpose of the thesis. Theoretical elements discussed are
place, memory, perceptions of landscape, maritime cultural landscape, and sea level rise and
erosion in order to understand the urgency of the subject. The second part of the thesis will
discuss the ethnographic context of Qowíšal, the history of the Kashaya Pomo tribe in the
Qowíšal area, archaeological literature relevant to Qowíšal, and the Kashaya Pomo connection to
the Qowíšal landscape. Next, Black Point’s history will be laid out, followed by archaeological
literature associated with the historic period occupation. Connection to landscape at Black Point,
and the nature of the maritime cultural landscape there, will also be discussed. The fourth part of
the thesis will describe the history of Sea Ranch and the Sea Ranch connection to landscape.
Finally, collective memory at Sea Ranch about Black Point in particular will be discussed.

Summary
The doghole port town of Black Point was built on top of a Kashaya Pomo village named
Qowíšal, which later became part of an ecologically-minded second-home community called Sea
Ranch. This project explores how Qowíšal became the industrial maritime landscape at Black
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Point that was transformed in less than a century into a vacation destination through careful
management and a complex process of forgetting. This chapter summarized the purpose of this
thesis, the study area, and the research questions that motivate this study, as well as the types of
data sources which are used to answer them. Theoretical research framework, which facilitates
answering the research questions, is introduced in this chapter, and will be discussed in depth in
the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

Multidisciplinary approaches to studying archaeology have become more common in
recent years, to the extent that theoretical frameworks applied to cultural resources can be
categorized under more than one discipline. The new perspectives that other disciplines such as
cultural geography, ecology and environmental history contribute to cultural resource
management can deepen our understanding about a resource or site and improve the efficacy of
heritage management, while traditional archaeological theory has been largely limited to
studying material remains. Within the discipline of cultural geography, landscape studies have
proved especially useful in studying the interaction between people and place. Ecology and
environmental history contribute to and overlap with landscape studies to explain the interactions
between people, one another, and their environment. Interdisciplinary approaches are an
inherent directive of studying the maritime cultural landscape, a relatively new way of looking at
landscapes that exist next to waterways.
Memory studies form a crucial part of understanding the purpose of this thesis.
Communities of people can have three different types of memory: personal memory, family
memory, and collective memory. Personal memory varies from individual to individual. Family
memory is passed down through generations of family members. Collective memory is shared
by a group of people. At Sea Ranch, personal memory only stretches as far back as the
development itself, no more than fifty years. Nor do residents have family memory of Sea
Ranch. In the words of longtime Sea Ranch resident and historian Susan Clark (1990:226), “No
one grew up here and simply decided to stay.” The people who live in Sea Ranch do not have
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long personal memory or family memory based in this place. Instead, they have a collective
memory that is represented by the design of the landscape. The ways in which pieces of a
landscape are remembered or forgotten form the collective memory of a place and represents a
crucial part of understanding how people are connected to the landscape.
This chapter will introduce the theoretical framework in which the purpose of this thesis
can be understood, and will include aspects of anthropological theory, cultural geography,
environmental history, and ecology. This chapter will explain why these theoretical frameworks
are useful in interpreting the Qowíšal landscape, and a section on the nature of sea level rise and
erosion that threaten Qowíšal will lend a sense of urgency to studying it and other coastal sites
before natural forces destroy them.

Memory and Perceptions of Landscape
Place
In architectural terms, landscape is the “natural environment,” the physical stage upon
which activity occurs (ASLA 2017). This definition of landscape does not take into account the
interactions between people, animals, and natural forces with the landscape. Bender (1993) has
pointed out what she sees as an emphasis of the Establishment and English Heritage on
monuments and “things” rather than cultural interactions when considering landscapes. She
advocates landscape as a complex system of interactions (Bender 1993).
In order to understand more about these interactions, we must introduce the concept of
place and further define the term landscape from the perspective of cultural resource
management. Place takes on a specific meaning in the world of cultural resource management
theory, although the meaning is defined variously. Papmehl-Dufay (2015:145) defines places as
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“socially constructed spaces perceived through the lens of human experience, cognition, and
emotion.” Grange (1985) emphasizes that place is indivisible from human experience, writing:
[Without place] there would be no ‘where’ within which history could take place.
‘Where’ is always part of us and we are part of it. It mingles with our being, so much so
that place and human being are enmeshed, forming a fabric that is particular, concrete
and dense (Grange 1985:71).
Because place is wrapped up in the human experience, it is never a fixed spatial entity but
“always a social process in transformation” (Connerton 2009:51).
Van Dyke (2008) interprets place as the intersection of memory and landscape, in which
construction of memory leaves physical traces on the landscape, in the form of places. Kropp
(2006:2) compares memory to mortar, cementing people’s sense of place. Paul Groth (1997:1)
calls landscape the interaction between people and place, defining landscape as, “a social group
and its spaces, particularly the spaces to which the group belongs and from which its members
derive some part of their shared identity and meaning.” Landscapes are places and are therefore,
based on the preceding definitions of place, indivisible from human experience. The interaction
between people and place is always changing, from moment to moment, day to day, and year to
year. In keeping with this concept, Crouch (2010) explains that observable rhythms and flows of
the landscape inform the observer, creating a “performance” of emotion and memory – thus
making the observer a participant in the formation of landscape. When we are moving through
the landscape, our mobility removes us from the comfort we have as we gaze on the landscape
providing us with new experiences and the possibility of deeper meaning (Crouch 2010).
DeJong (2015) argues that landscape is dynamic, and that even during periods of relative
permanence, its arrangement and appearance are gradually transformed as a result of changing
spatial practices.
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Memory
How heritage is remembered and forgotten makes up a vast field of study in
anthropology. At Sea Ranch, personal memory only stretches as far back as the development
itself, no more than fifty years. The people who live in Sea Ranch do not have long personal
memory, nor do they have family memory based in this place because, in the words of Susan
Clark (1990:226), “No one grew up here and simply decided to stay.” Instead, they have a
collective memory that is represented by the design of the landscape.
Official Sea Ranch interpretations of the past are in many cases dependent upon
residents’ memories of the past, collected through oral histories such as those collected by Wells
in the 1970s (Wells 1973, 1974). Richard White (1998) in Remembering Ahanagran shows how
memory can contradict historical documentation, and how the past can be reinterpreted through
memory-based retelling. David Lowenthal (1979) argues that the past is an accumulation of
memories that is continually changing and requires new interpretations of what has taken place.
Physical representations of history such as monuments, memorials, and historic landscapes affect
the nature of the past and any changes can alter its meaning and significance for every generation
(Lowenthal 1979). We grow away from the initial experience, and lose touch with events, often
reinterpreting them, or selecting in and out specifics, while our “awareness of history” alters our
perception of things (Lowenthal 1979:109). Papmehl-Dufay (2015) argues that memory has
been a vital factor in the assignment of meaning to megalithic monuments, and that
remembrance constitutes the key to our understanding of monumental location and clusters.
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Forgetting
Van Veldhoven (2015) writes that not only remembering, but forgetting, influences the
character of a landscape, a concept he calls this “formative forgetting” which appears to be very
useful for the study of landscapes with a “difficult heritage,” such as the post-industrial coal
landscapes of Denmark which he studies. He argues that we need to consider the “evolution” of
memory, when we discuss heritage, where a community may wish to forget aspects of its past at
one time, and remember them at a later time. “Preservation and remembrance does not
necessarily have to be a community’s priority” (Van Veldhoven 2015:332).
Van Veldhoven (2015) writes that mental images and place together create memory, just
like the scribble and the wax tablet together form a message. “Place and memory are
condemned to each other; a memory will last when it is connected to a place” (Van Veldhoven
2015:329). Similarly, Van Dyke (2008) argues that memory is integrated with place through
inscription of meaning and experience on the landscape. “If a child’s vision of nature can
already be loaded with complicating memories, myths and meanings, how much more
elaborately wrought is the frame through which our adult eyes survey the landscape?” (Schama
1995:6).
Margaret Purser (1987) found discrepancies in oral histories when she studied the
community of Paradise Valley, Nevada, which had been settled for ranching in the 1860s and
then deindustrialized when residents experienced the economic collapse of the late 1800s.
Stories told by descendants who were growing up in the 1910s reflect their parents and
grandparents struggling against wild nature in an isolated landscape, while Purser found that
their grandparents saw themselves as being on the margins of a cosmopolitan society,
representing civilization and progress in the wilderness in the 1860s. While neither memory is
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inaccurate, these filtered stories do raise the question--why are these people telling one story and
those people telling a different story about the same place?
Landscape manipulation is a mode of editing memory (Purser 1987). The viewer of
landscape usually doesn’t see what has been forgotten. Many landscape scholars have shown
how landscapes reflect the dominant ideologies that produced it or live in it. Through
chronicling the history of Stonehenge, Barbara Bender (1993:65) demonstrates that landscapes
are “political, dynamic, and contested…constantly open to renegotiation.” Watt (2017:15),
calling landscape “a representational and symbolic space,” argues that when the values of the
dominant social order of any particular space are inscribed upon the landscape, they are
legitimized and made to appear part of the natural order of the landscape even though they are
not.
Many examples of how dominant values inscribed on a landscape appear legitimized can
be found in places managed by the most widespread and dominant landscape management
agency in the United States, the National Park Service. Watt (2017:17) has made a study of the
National Park Service’s management practices in Point Reyes National Seashore over the years,
finding that the NPS downplays human meaning in its interpretations of its various parks by
emphasizing natural resources and minimizing its interpretation of local history.

Memorials
Another mechanism for legitimizing dominant values is the use of memorials, such as
place-names. Social anthropologist Paul Connerton (2009) writes that those who do the naming
are often particularly aware of the memories they wish to impose. “Memorials permit only some
things to be remembered and, by exclusion, cause others to be forgotten. Memorials conceal the
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past as much as they cause us to remember it,” writes Connerton (2009:29), providing the
example of Parisian squares and bridges during the French Revolution, when the names of
monarchy and church were replaced by revolutionary names.
Connerton believes that the desire to memorialize is precipitated by a fear of what he
calls “cultural amnesia.” Cultural amnesia is generated by the scale of human settlement, the
production of speed, and the repeated destruction of the built environment. Connerton (2009:89)
writes that it is the production of speed in the form of cars, which he calls “the conquest over the
tyranny of distance,” that has freed people from the “accident of location.” Connerton (2009:88)
uses the modern-day consumption of news as an example of one of the best devices for
forgetting, writing that its function is “…not to produce, nor even to consume, but rather to
discard, to consign recent historical experience to oblivion as rapidly as possible…Present time
is packed to bursting point; past time is evacuated.” He believes cultural amnesia to be pervasive
in our modern-day world, a world which is itself the product of a gigantic process of labour,
which is the first thing to be forgotten. The very idea of landscape evokes visual, “painterly”
features, which is a privileged and restrictive way of seeing that promotes the “outsider’s” point
of view over the “insider’s,” and as such implies denial of the human labor process (Connerton
2009:48). He elucidates his ideas by writing:
For the insiders, the local people, the land is a place where they make their living, mainly
through farming, with tractors and noisy machines. For them, ‘nature’ is the physical
basis for their agricultural labour, and the long distances and cost entailed in maintaining
necessary connections with suppliers and markets is experienced as remoteness. For the
outsiders, often professional people in the media and arts, the land is a place suffused
with romantic associations with ‘nature’; it offers a site of withdrawal from their
professional worlds where they can earn the incomes which enable them to retreat to sites
of seclusion. If these outsiders are able to ‘read’ the land as a place of romantic
seclusion…they can only do so by seeing it and misperceiving it simultaneously: farmers
and farming, the daily and yearly grind of the labour process in that area, are entirely
erased from the outsider’s perspective. Once again, the labour process is forgotten
(Connerton (2009:48).
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Like Connerton, Bender (1993) showed through historical context how those in power impose
their ways of doing or seeing onto the landscape, some of which work to disguise the labor
process involved in creating the landscape, in her case that of Stonehenge. What is preserved on
the landscape is what gets remembered, while the labor process that created the landscape is
forgotten.
Kropp (2006) has made a study of Southern California’s regional memory, and
specifically the interaction between Anglo memory promoters and Mexican and Indian people
during its formation. She writes that,
Anglos, especially Southern Californians, recast the eras of Spanish mission colonies and
Mexican rancho settlements as an idyllic golden age, depicting a picturesque land of
pious padres and placid Indians, of dashing caballeros and sultry senoritas—their very
own myth of moonlight and mantillas (Kropp 2006:2).
Yet the romantic pasts that Anglo-Californians recalled belonged to the region’s longstanding
residents, Indians and Mexicans. Anglo-Californians appropriated indigenous history and made
new memories out of it, romantic memories which by the 1930s formed the ambiance in which
locals and newcomers experienced the region (Kropp 2006:2). Kropp attributes this
phenomenon in part to nostalgia provoked by anxiety and a sense of loss over the relentless pace
of progress, in keeping with what Connerton (2009) believes is the driving force behind the
desire to memorialize, as a “respite from the ugliness of modern times" (Kropp 2006:3). She
draws the analogy of the early twentieth century national fascination with the Old South, when
myths of southern racial harmony, plantation elegance, and genteel sociability in the Old South
came to evoke for many white Americans a happier time and a less hurried pace of life that
seemed everywhere in retreat after 1900 (Kropp 2006:3). However Kropp (2006) points out that
in the case of Southern California at least, anxiety is only part of the explanation for looking to
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the past to form regional identity, as it does not explain the booster mind-set in Southern
California, in which the Spanish past offered a good investment of financial and cultural capital
in the regional future (Kropp 2006:4). In Southern California, Anglo entrepreneurs carefully
chose the most appealing elements from indigenous history and formed them into a regional
narrative that spoke to their hopes for the future (Kropp 2006:5). However, despite appropriating
their history, Native Americans and Mexicans occupied far from a privileged space in Southern
Californian society:
Anglo memories drew the region’s temporal boundaries to place Anglos at the center of
Southern California’s future while exiling all others to its past…Mexicans strolled the
streets of yesterday, while Anglos inhabited a city of today….they survived into the
Anglo-American present only as artifacts, colorful but awkward remnants of another
time…It generated a racialized understanding of regional identity and belonging, as well
as a divided sense of place, that has persisted. (Kropp 2006:5).
The Anglo-American desire for a sense of local memory, as well as a distinctive style of
architecture, motivated them to preserve parts of the region’s past, silencing others and rendering
them forgotten (Kropp 2006).

Preservation
Preservation has a catch-22, as Watt (2017:21) writes in The Paradox of Preservation:
“we ideally expect it to reveal the whole, pure, singular past, but we necessarily only have the
fragments left over in the present—and the better adapted those fragments are to present-day life,
the less authentic and thus less credible they seem.” For example, if a particular landscape
changes too drastically from the time period for which it was listed on the National Register, it
may lose its eligibility for preservation under the National Register criteria, freezing that
landscape in a particular historical framework (Watt 2017:127). Preventing change takes work;
as Watt (2017:32) writes, “preserved landscapes require management to maintain the appearance
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of stasis.” For example, rules imposed on homeowners by The Sea Ranch Association seek to
minimize human impact on the landscape and include emphasizing native plants, forbidding
signs, and subjecting all building plans to their approval (TSRA 2016). In the case of Point
Reyes National Seashore, Watt (2017:145) writes that such requirements “decrease the
vernacular appearance of ranches and homes, such that residents’ particular choices and needs
become supplanted by official aesthetic preferences.” Sometimes restrictions like these doom
communities, as Watt writes about Point Reyes: “In some cases NPS management has
overlooked the needs of the residents, resulting in what legal scholar Joseph Sax has called
‘communities programmed to die’” (Watt 2017:38). As Watt (2017:36) points out, many
researchers have already shown that institutions like NPS or The Sea Ranch Association will
often intentionally manipulate the landscape and the way it is interpreted in order to suppress
others’ interpretations of it.

Maritime Cultural Landscapes
An interaction between nature and culture in a maritime context can be expressed as a
maritime cultural landscape (Ilves 2004:165). The Sea Ranch landscape, occupying the liminal
space between the ocean and inland communities, can be classified as a maritime cultural
landscape. Westerdahl (1992:5) introduced the term “maritime cultural landscape” into
archaeological parlance in 1992, defining it as “the unity of remnants of maritime culture on land
as well as water.” Prior to Westerdahl’s work, maritime archaeology ended where the beach
began, and the coastal landscape and its inhabitants were a segregated study where terrestrial
archaeology began, so his idea of the maritime cultural landscape was quite new. Central to
Westerdahl’s concept is the cognitive landscape, which can be ascertained by interviewing
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terrestrial inhabitants of the vicinity in question, as well as recording and understanding an area’s
place names. Westerdahl (1992) asserts that in a maritime cultural landscape, terrestrial features
such as monuments, buildings, bridges, fords, and in short the total topography of the coastal
landscape, are just as important as ship wrecks and depth curves underwater. Flatman (2003),
continuing in the vein of Westerdahl, advocates for more complex interpretations of maritime
cultural landscapes, utilizing class, race and engendered perceptions of social interaction, and
different perspectives on the seascape.
Kristen Ilves (2004) argues for the importance of seeing the landscape from the
perspective of the sea, as a seaman or fisherman would, in addition to studying it from the
landward side. She argues that it is impossible to know the whole of a maritime landscape
without this perspective, and that the study of the procedures of working ships and transferring
cargoes can be one base for reconstructing the seaman’s perspective. Ilves (2004:170) writes,
“The maritime cultural landscape reveals itself from a boat and the boat is the place from which
the world is seen.”
Ilves writes that for a boat voyage, landing is the most crucial event. She writes,
Landing is the most important task for every sea voyage. It is a process where a ship/boat
approaches the coast/shore from the sea to the depth that is safe for the vessel. In the
case of smaller boats it comprises also the disembarking. Any types of landing sites are
thus important transition points in crossing the line between water and land: and these are
now gaining an important position in archaeological landscape research (Ilves 2004:172).
Ilves references Dan Carlsson’s investigation of landing sites on iron age Gotland, and the vast
number of landing sites he detected as a source for inspiration in studying landings in maritime
cultural landscapes.
Ilves (2004) emphasizes the importance of studying the environmental factors of wind
and water in maritime cultural landscapes. “From the very beginning of seaborne activity until
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the present day, it has always been wind, and processes connected to wind, that have been in the
center of all meteorological events” (Ilves 2004:168). Addtionally, water should not be viewed
as “just a space without its own features; its characteristics are of importance in studying and
understanding mankind’s water-bound actviities (Ilves 2004:175).
Ilves writes that the study of the maritime cultural landscape both from the sea and land is
important, as these two features are dependent on each other:
The context of coasts and islands is both maritime and terrestrial; cultural remains in
these places, with practical and/or symbolic meaning (landing-places, harbours, sea and
landmarks, coastal settlement, shipwrecks, but also shipbuilding traditions, place-names
and oral tradition) belong to both spheres (Ilves 2004:175)
Before the advent of Westerdahl’s concept of the maritime cultural landscape, landscape
archaeology was approached from the land whether waterways were present or not, and
emphasized tangible resources such as artifacts and traces of structures. The maritime cultural
landscape captures both tangible and intangible traces of human activity in the past or present,
both under and above the water. At Sea Ranch, where multiple cultural landscapes are layered
on top of one another with complex relationships, the maritime cultural landscape is a helpful
lens through which to better understand each community’s connection to the landscape.

Environmental Historical Interpretations of the Past
Many landscape scholars agree that perception of landscapes varies from observer to
observer, because everyone has a unique perspective. Yi-Fu Tuan (2003) argues that the visual
elements of landscape become interwoven with people’s values to create a unique personal
experience, and that knowing oneself through the past may lead to fundamentalism which tends
to separate groups. One solution to this would be a more complex interpretation of the past that
involves many stakeholders and many stories, as is advocated in maritime landscape studies and
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environmental history.
Recent environmental history that focuses on the American west such as “New Western
History” emphasizes interpreting the past that arose out of a desire for more complexity that was
typical in the way western histories were usually written prior to the 1980s. Patricia Limerick, a
founding new western historian, wrote in her treatise on the subject, that new western historians
let go of the traditional model of “progress” and “improvement,” facing instead the possibility
that some actions taken by white Americans in the West led to failure and injury. She writes,
This reappraisal is not meant to make white Americans “look bad.” The intention is, on
the contrary, simply to make it clear that in western American history, heroism and
villainy, virtue and vice, and nobility and shoddiness appear in roughly the same
proportions as they appear in any other subject of human history (and with the same
relativity of definition and judgement). This is only disillusioning to those who have
come to depend on illusions (Limerick 1991:86).
New western historians define “the West” as approximately west of the Mississippi (Limerick
1991:85). They reject the term “frontier,” because its precise definition—“the area where white
people get scarce”—is nationalistic and often racist (Limerick 1991:85). Instead, new western
historians describe the process that shaped the region by using words like invasion, conquest,
colonization, exploitation, and expansion, and by showing how it involves the convergence of
diverse people—men, women, Indians, Europeans, Latin Americans, Asians, Afro-Americans—
in the region, and their encounters with each other and with the natural environment” and how
they sought to “master” it (Limerick 1991:86). While they try to acknowledge different points of
view, they believe it is “OK for scholars to care about their subjects, both in the past and the
present, and to put that concern on record (Limerick 1991:87). Limerick writes that the most
fundamental mission of the new western history is “to widen the range and increase the vitality
of the search for meaning in the western past” (Limerick 1991:88).
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Environmental historians try to foster diversity and highlight ecology in their retelling of
history. Donald Worster, an environmental historian, writes that one of the primary objectives of
new western history is, “To free ourselves from unthinking acceptance of official and unofficial
myths and explanations,” and “To discover a new regional identity and set of loyalties more
inclusive and open to diversity than we have known, and more compatible with a planetwide
sense of ecological responsibility” (Worster 1991:25). Limerick (1987:26) argued that the
American west is continually evolving into the present, and that looking at the American frontier
as part of an ongoing history of comparative conquests will help “knit the fragmented history of
the planet back together.”
Similarly, environmental historian William Cronon emphasizes the importance of
connections between the regions in the frontier, as well as continuity of Western history from
European history and the long transition in the West from frontier to region (Cronon et al.1992).
Stephen Aron (2007:7) calls for a “western history multicultural makeover,” by which he means
a retelling of western history from the perspective of minority groups. Aron (2007:7)
emphasizes the concept of “convergence” which is a way of incorporating the complex weave of
cultures and, interactions, and landscape uses familiar with advocates of the “Newest Western
History.” Because of “California's complexity of complexions,” California is perhaps one of the
best places to view in the context of convergence because it is a cultural melting pot (Aron
2007:13).
Another aspect of environmental history is collaboration with descent communities, as in
the case of maritime cultural landscape studies as per Westerdahl (1992). Dixon (2014)
advocates collaboration with descendent communities as well as interdisciplinary approaches to
studying historical archaeology of the American West. She believes studying it highlights the
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rapid changes that settlement and population increase can produce, and that sharing it with the
public will help prevent destruction of our environment today. Collecting input from descent
communities can add to the complexity of interpretation of places and their history, creating
what Tuan (2003:881) calls a common sense of a shared humanity that comes from a true and
thoughtful appreciation of the past that allows for and problematizes difference as opposed to an
intolerance of difference.
For example, Gregory Smoak (2009) shows how the Longmont Museum and Cultural
Center in Fort Collins, Colorado, opened an exhibit that shows the complex history of the area
with regard to Native peoples and other non-white groups. In addition, the Colorado Historical
Museum debuted two Native American exhibits. Through these museums, Smoak shows how
new western history has found its way into heritage management practices. Weisiger (2011)
discusses public history exhibits in museums and National Parks that variously succeed and fail
in providing insightful interpretation along the lines of new western historical thought. One of
Weisiger’s (2011) main insights is that the public is craving more intricate histories of the West
that include marginalized voices and critical evaluation.
Our nation’s most widespread vehicle for natural and cultural resource interpretation is
the National Parks System, which falls short in many cases of providing a complex interpretation
of regional history for its visitors, as shown by Weisiger (2011) and Watt (2017). Laura Watt
(2011, 2017) has critiqued the ways in which the National Park Service has chosen to interpret
Joshua Tree National Park as well as Point Reyes National Seashore. She identified a pattern in
the National Park Service’s interpretation methods of focusing on unique individuals rather than
larger social trends. Connerton (2009) touches on the dangers of choosing one identity of a place
over another when he says,
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“Whenever we talk about places, what is at issue, whether we acknowledge it or not, are
competing versions of the histories in the process of which the present of those places
came into being. Whenever we speak about the identity of a place, therefore, we run the
danger of imputing to that place a false ‘essence’, by abstracting it from the history of the
place itself” (Connerton 2009:50).
Watt (2011) reminds us that a place can have multiple coexisting identities for different
groups of people. In Joshua Tree, to address the potential paradox of conflicting stories about
the area among the local communities, Watt (2011) suggests the strategy of allowing multiple
stories to exist to replace the NPS’s current strategy of “getting the story right.” She advocates a
complete history of the park, including the National Park Service in it its own history, as well as
acknowledging controversial recent history in the park, such as the Gram Parsons shrine and
illegal climbers, in order to educate visitors and staff about the diverse ecological and human
histories of Joshua Tree National Park. Watt’s (2011) article is an example of an environmental
history approach to interpretation, where ecology is highlighted in addition to human activities in
a retelling of history.

Endangered Coastal Cultural Resources
Human activities and ecology are nowhere more intertwined than at Sea Ranch, where
farming, grazing logging, construction, and recreational activities, combined with its coastal
location, have provided virtually all of the risk factors for erosion (Hanack and Moreno 2012).
Dominating Black Point’s ecology is the ocean that exists alongside it, and which threatens to
overwhelm it one day. Already, remains of the hardware associated with Black Point’s maritime
shipping facilities are eroding off the cliff into the ocean, as are middens associated with
Kashaya Pomo occupation (Bieling 1997; Marx et al. 2017).
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Six miles north of Black Point, near Sonoma County Regional Parks’ Walk-On Beach,
wave action caused part of the bluff trail paralleling the ocean to collapse in 2003 (Callahan
2014). The bluff collapse brought two houses at the end of a cul-de-sac called Sea Pine Reach
even closer to the cliff’s edge (Callahan 2014). In 2004, the bluff at Sea Pine where the trail
collapsed had eroded thirty feet since 1977 (SRS 2004:1). Several areas of the bluff trail north of
Walk On Beach are at risk of failure and some are already affected. A study in 1997 identified 23
spots at risk of failure at Sea Ranch even then (Callahan 2014). An understanding the realities of
sea level rise and erosion in Northern California lends a sense of urgency to studying Black Point
and other coastal cultural resources before they disappear.
In 2007, nearly 70% of California’s population resided on the coast, so for many
Californians sea level rise (SLR) and erosion are familiar concepts (Hanack and Moreno
2012:47). Based on research on ice sheet dynamics, climate scientists estimate that sea levels in
California will rise between 1.4 m and 1.7 m by the year 2100 (Barnard et al. 2014; Hanack and
Moreno 2012; Passeri et al. 2015; Pettit et al. 2015; Revell et al. 2011). Revell et al. (2011)
predicts that the Sonoma County coastline will experience up to 190 m of cliff erosion and up to
320 m of dune erosion by the year 2100, slightly more than the average for the California
coastline.
Five coping mechanisms commonly used to protect existing structures from coastal
erosion and SLR are discussed by Hanack and Moreno (2012) in their article about California
coastal management: planned retreat, armoring, beach nourishment, “living shoreline” principles,
and abandonment. The underlying question with any of these coping mechanisms is, who is
responsible for shore protection, who implements it, and who bears the cost? In California, a
provision in the Coastal Act allows armoring if an owner can demonstrate that their property is
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imminently threatened, however armoring has been found to cause sand loss to beaches, so that
when one property has armoring the adjacent property suffers doubly from erosion (SRS 2004).
Furthermore, the expense of implementing shore protection continues to be dauntingly high. For
coastal armoring and beach nourishment, one of the big issues will be federal funding
availability, which will become increasingly competitive in the coming decades as coastal
vulnerability increases on the East Coast and the Gulf of Mexico (Barnard et al. 2014; Hanack
and Moreno 2012).
The shore protection measures outlined above do not generally extend to coastal cultural
resources, in spite of the fact that they are in particular danger of disappearing before being
identified and studied. Reeder et al. (2012:187) believes that outside of archaeological circles,
the conservation of global cultural heritage and archaeological resources rarely receives priority,
if it is mentioned at all. Although identification of endangered coastal cultural resources is being
conducted piecemeal at a grassroots level, the state of California does not have measures in place
to protect coastal cultural resources specifically (Reeder et al. 2012). In contrast to some coastal
states, such as Maryland, California does not yet have an inventory of structures that are
susceptible to damage from coastal erosion and flooding (Hanack and Moreno 2012). Griggs
(2013) documents 12 communities in California that have already disappeared due to erosion.
Among these is Gleason Beach in Sonoma County, only 60 km south of Sea Ranch. Here 22
homes were built in the 1930s, only a handful of which remain. The rest have been destroyed by
the forces of erosion or demolished, with only portions of concrete foundations and seawalls still
remaining. Gleason Beach is a case where coastal armoring failed to prevent property loss (SRS
2004:1). Today, the CCC often asks applicants in the coastal zone to waive their rights to coastal
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armament in return for building permits, in order to preserve beaches and protect the coast (SRS
2004).
Recurrent in the literature on this topic is the observation that a unified, interdisciplinary
plan for coastal cultural resource protection is needed (Erlandson 2012; Griggs 2013; Reeder et
al. 2012). Applying historic district status to cultural heritage sites in danger of erosion or
placing them on the National Register may provide a way to generate funding and resources to
identify, study, and protect endangered cultural resources by garnering public interest and
support, although so far this idea has not been widely explored in the United States. In Scotland
and Ireland, where erosion is occurring at a faster rate, partnerships between local government
authorities and universities have already produced plans to protect their coastal cultural resources
(Dawson 2015; Forsythe and Breen 2001). Dawson (2015) describes the documentation and
preservation work that has been undertaken by Historic Scotland working in partnership with the
Scottish Coastal Archaeology and the Problem of Erosion (SCAPE) Trust and the University of
St Andrews. His article describes the important role that community volunteer programs can
play in heritage management (Dawson 2015). Such programs could potentially be implemented
in cases of domestic coastal cultural resources under the auspices of historic district status or the
National Register.
For now, monitoring and locating sites that are the most vulnerable is a priority for
California coastal archaeologists. To such an end, in order to locate endangered archaeological
sites along the Santa Barbara Channel, Reeder et al. (2012) devised a Cultural Resource
Vulnerability Index (CRVI) based on corresponding models used to assess environmental
vulnerability of coastal resources. Reeder et al. (2012) describes how a CRVI could be used to
prioritize sites to be dated and studied before they disappear. If Revell et al.’s (2011) predictions
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are correct, it is likely that many of Sea Ranch’s cultural resources will erode in the next few
decades. While Sea Ranch’s iconic homes will probably become an obvious priority for
protection in the future, many of Sea Ranch’s pre-1963 cultural resources remain undocumented.
In light of recent erosion activity at Walk-On Beach and nearby Gleason Beach, it seems crucial
that they be identified and studied soon.

Summary
The connections between the closely interrelated concepts of memory, landscape, and
placemaking are central to understanding how and why the Black Point and Qowíšal cultural
landscapes have been left out of Sea Ranch’s collective memory. A model for documenting and
interpreting the complex history of Sea Ranch can be found in the work of ecological and “New
Western” historians, who seek to show how diverse peoples interacted with each other and their
environment. Interpreting Sea Ranch’s history through a multi-faceted perspective would be in
keeping with the earlier intentions of Lawrence Halprin. The environment at Sea Ranch is
especially dynamic due to the close proximity to the ocean, which laps away at the cliffs upon
which many cultural resources are located, adding a sense of urgency to the need to record these
cultural resources before they are compromised by natural forces of destruction.
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CHAPTER 3
QOWÍŠAL

The Sea Ranch landscape is the traditional home of the Kashaya Pomo, whose occupation
of it goes back at least 1,000 years as demonstrated by the archaeological record (Dowdall et al.
2015:101). The boundaries of their territory were probably shared between the Kashaya and
their neighbors, who travelled on inter-regional trails that crisscrossed the area, as documented
by early twentieth-century anthropologist Samuel Barrett (1908; Dowdall et al. 2015:43).
Ancestral Kashaya territory extends to the Gualala River in the north and Salmon Creek in the
south, with the eastern boundary extending 21-24 km inland (White-Parks 1980:7). Ancestral
Kashaya were organized into several village communities (Dowdall et al. 2015).
This chapter will outline the ethnographic context of Qowíšal and discuss the results of a
few archaeological surveys which have been conducted there. This chapter will then discuss the
Kashaya Pomo connection to the Qowíšal landscape and the Kashaya concepts of place and time.
Finally this chapter will examine Qowíšal as a maritime cultural landscape, and show how life at
Qowíšal was based on a sense of interrelatedness that came from being part of a network of
villages and tribes.

Qowíšal
History
Barret (1908:229) recorded in his book about the ethno-geography of the Pomo Indians
that the town site of Black Point was built on top of a Kashaya village site called Qowíšal.
Barrett (1908) documented this area as a cluster of village sites, with Qowíšal being the principal
among them. He described Qowíšal as “formerly a village of some importance” (Barret
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1908:229). According to Kashaya consultant Otis Parrish, the boundaries of Qowíšal include
the area of the northern point of land and extend about halfway to the southern point (Dowdall et
al. 2015). The eastern boundary lies somewhere east and upslope of Highway 1. The southern
point of land, where the shipping port known as Bihler’s Landing itself was located, has a
different name, Tuleqháleyow, and is part of the Qowíšal cluster (Barret 1908). According to
Barret (1908:229), the name Qowíšal means “mussel ridge,” and the spot is so named because
just off the point exist a series of rocks upon which mussels are to be found, which the Kashaya
harvested for food. As such, Qowíšal was a subsistence-based maritime cultural landscape.

Figure 3.1: Qowíšal Cluster (Black Point)
Qowíšal may never have been occupied permanently by the Kashaya, who refer to it as a
seasonal village in interviews, used to gather and process seafood such as fish, molluscs and
seaweed (Dowdall 2015). Studies by Dowdall (1995) in the Salt Point locality have confirmed a
model of archaeological site types first proposed by Pritchard and Barclay, where small middens
situated on coastal bluffs represented seasonal exploitation of marine resources by single-family
groups and larger sites situated further inland near the treeline reflected intensive habitation by
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larger groups (1970, in Dowdall 1995:19). Lightfoot et al. (1991) also recognized a pattern of
differential site types in the coastal region, where shell middens and rock shelters were most
often situated in coastal locations whereas scatters of flaked stone materials were in coastal and
hinterland locations.
Kniffen (1939) offers ethnographic evidence supporting this seasonal habitation model.
Kniffen (1939:385-388) wrote that during the winter, the interior villages east of present-day
Highway 1 were occupied, leaving the coastal villages like Qowíšal nearly empty of people,
partly due to intemperate winter coastal weather and in part because early winter activities were
social in nature and inland villages were where most people resided permanently. Also, the
heavy rains of midwinter kicked off the salmon fishing season, an inland activity. The Kashaya
fished salmon from the rivers and creeks until April, and from April to October they occupied
the coast villages. Mussel, clam, abalone, and ocean fish were caught, seaweed, roots, salt,
clover and berries gathered, and all was processed on the rocky shores and cliffs of the coast. By
late summer or early fall, ripening of oats and acorns as well as the quail season led to a drift
towards inland villages and desertion of the coast. This seasonal pattern was disrupted with the
arrival of Europeans in the 19th century, who lay claim to Kashaya villages including Qowíšal,
and their traditional inhabitants were unable to return (Dowdall et al. 2015).
It is difficult to say with certainty how many Kashaya were living at Qowíšal prior to
European occupation. Early documentation of Kashaya is limited to the Fort Ross area with the
arrival of the Russians in 1811, when California was a territory of Spain. According to Dowdall
et al. (2015), there were two main permanent villages being occupied when the Russians arrived
in addition to seasonally used villages: Hibu-wi, in extreme northern interior Kashaya territory,
and Me-ti ? ni, at the site where Fort Ross would be built. During the Fort Ross period, the
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inland village of Hibu-wi was abandoned in favor of the coastal village of Me-ti ? ni, contrary to
traditional use patterns cited above (Dowdall et al. 2015). Dowdall et al. (2015) believe that with
Russian buildings, agriculture and food storage, and labor demand centered near Me-ti ? ni,
traditional Kashaya population movements based on season, traditional resources, and
microclimate may have been suspended in favor of an environmentally inferior winter coastal
habitation site, as a result of the influence of Russian social and economic pressures (Dowdall et
al. 2015). Dowdall et al. (2015) speculate that this was part of a larger pattern of European
disruption of Pomo seasonal migration which occurred not just at Me-ti ? ni but in many other
areas along the coast, causing year-round habitation of villages that were traditionally only
seasonally occupied, and desertion of others.
The Russians sailed home in 1842 after occupying Me-ti ? ni for thirty years,
concentrating the Kashaya population there. After their departure, Mexicans began making more
frequent raids to this isolated area to capture Pomo Indians to bring back as servants when
California changed hands to Mexico in 1821 (White-Parks 1980:11). In 1845, a group of
Mexicans from Sonoma raided Me-ti ? ni, capturing 150 people and killing and raping several
others (Forbes 1958:42).
It was about this time that Ernest Rufus, a German-born naturalized Mexican citizen,
acquired the parcel of land containing Black Point when he incurred favor with the Mexican
government by defending Mexican Governor Micheltorena from an armed rebellion in 1845.
Rufus asked for land as payment for his service. He and his partners Frederick Hugal, Henry
Hegler, and William Benitz, who were also German-born, identified the 17,850 acres which
would one day make up Sea Ranch, encompassing Fort Ross, Black Point and all the other
traditional Kashaya villages and encampments along that section of coast (Clark 1990:16). The
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area became known as the German Rancho because of the ethnicity of its new owners, and it
extended from just south of the Gualala River to Salt Point, in the heart of Kashaya Pomo
territory. The four men were ranchers, and they had identified the land as being conducive to
grazing cattle and other livestock, consisting as it did largely of flat meadows with rich native
grasses (Clark 1990:16-18). In 1849, Frederick Hugal sold his quarter of the rancho to William
Benitz, one of the landowners, and his new partner, also German, Charles Meyer (Clark
1990:31). According to Clark (1990:33), almost all the work done on the rancho was done by
the approximately one hundred families of “Indians” living at Me-ti ? ni, which in this area
would almost certainly have been Kashaya.
During this period, in the late 1840s and 1850s, European American settlers adopted the
practice of capturing Pomo people to become laborers (Forbes 1958). Free Kashaya who had
been displaced from their villages by the incoming settlers were forced to apply for work at the
new ranches and orchards that were springing up across their ancestral landscape, and the
German Rancho was one of them (White-Parks 1980). Although the Kashaya were able to
maintain a semblance of freedom and autonomy during the Mexican period, the entrance of
Europeans in greater numbers caused the entire Pomo area to be rapidly settled once California
changed hands to the United States in 1846, when Europeans began claiming land that had
previously been claimed by Spanish and Mexicans (Bean and Theodoratus 1978). Hibu-wi, Meti ? ni, Qowíšal and other Kashaya villages were now overrun by horses and European cattle who
began annihilating the native grasses perpetuated by the Kashaya practice of periodic burning
that ensured the return of tall native grasses year after year, and Kashaya who wished to return
home did so on peril of being charged with trespassing (Clark 1990; Dowdall 2015; White-Parks
1980).
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In 1857, a US government reservation called Fort Bragg was established on the north
Mendocino Coast, and Pomo throughout the area were forced to relocate there (White-Parks
1980). It is likely that soldiers from Fort Bragg were responsible for relocating many Kashaya
from their homes in what was now the German Rancho. Historian Frank J. Hyman (Historic
Writings, 1966) wrote that, “When the soldiers were stationed on the Reservation, their chief
duty was to gather the wild Indians into the folds of the reservation and for this purpose,
expeditions were made throughout all the Northern Coastal areas of Mendocino County” (White
Parks 11). Hibu-wi, Me-ti ? ni, Qowíšal and other Kashaya villages would not have been spared.
The same year, in 1857, a butcher from San Francisco named William Bihler bought the 9,000acre rancho that encompassed these villages and others from Meyer and Benitz (Clark 1990:51).
It is likely that many Kashaya sought refuge on what was now William Bihler’s cattle
ranch. Bihler made his permanent residence at Lakeville in Vallejo Township, south of Haystack
Landing. When he was on the property, Bihler made his headquarters at Black Point. He hired
Adam Knipp and Chris Stengel to manage the 9,080 acres of his new ranch in 1859 (Clark
1990:53-58). At this time approximately 5000 acres of this was ranch land and 4,000 acres was
timberland (Clark 1990:53). About half of the rancho would become the Sea Ranch. Bihler,
familiar as he was with the beef industry and the healthy market for it, decided to continue
running cattle on the ranch like his predecessor (Clark 1990).
U.S. census data taken prior to the 20th century did not include Native Americans, but
Kniffen (1939:388-389) estimated that the number of Southwestern Pomo was about 550 total
prior to the arrival of Europeans. He thought most would have been living at Fort Ross during
the Russian occupation from 1811-1842, working for the four German men after they began
occupying the land. According to a letter written by Benitz in 1852, all the work on his Fort
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Ross ranch was done by Indians from the approximately one hundred Indian families there
(Clark 1990:17).
The 1860 census tells us that there were 244 non-indigenous people living in Salt Point
Township, which ran from Fort Ross to the Gualala River, most of whom were born outside of
California (Lindstrom 2001:4). Logging activities had not yet begun in the area, and farmers and
herders were by far the predominant occupation (Lindstrom 2001:4). Between Stewart’s Point
and the mouth of the Gualala River, the same census showed only two other people living there
besides Knipp and Stengel: twenty-three year old E. Lloyd from Tennessee and seventeen year
old George Silvey from Louisiana. The four occupied a single house near the Knipp-Stengel barn
(Clark 1990:55).
Kashaya not working on the ranch at this time may have already been removed to the
Fort Bragg Reservation, which was abandoned in 1867. At that time, the two thousand Indians
living there were either dispersed to various reservations throughout California or moved to the
Mendocino reservation at Round Valley, along a route called the “Bloody Trail” by Pomos who
passed down its story (White Parks 1980:11). The California State Legislature began its report
on the notoriously corrupt and inhumane reservation by saying, “For gross mismanagement and
fraudulent practices the Mendocino Reservation should rank at the head of all government
failures,” (White Parks 1980:11). Some native peoples escaped and returned to the lands where
their ancestors had been for centuries, but they were now trespassers and therefore subject to
arrest or death for obtaining a fish or a berry on the familiar old hunting grounds (White Parks
1980:11). When the Mendocino Reserve was discontinued in 1867, Pomo interned there found
themselves homeless and landless, with no legal redress (Bean and Theodoratus 1978:299).
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Barret (1908), describing Qowíšal, wrote that there was a family of twelve Kashaya
living there at the time of his book’s publication in 1908. This means that there was a significant
population of Kashaya living at Black Point several years after the bulk of its residents had left.

Archaeological Literature
Cultural resource management professionals have documented many prehistoric cultural
sites at Sea Ranch over the years by, as development and construction progressed at the Sea
Ranch Lodge (Bieling 1997; McGoughey et al. 2015). There are seven prehistoric sites within a
quarter mile of the Sea Ranch Lodge building (McGoughey et al. 2015).
In 1998, Bieling & Psota conducted a mixed strategy field survey, where all terrain
within the parcel was examined by walking linear transects spaced ten to twenty meters apart.
Areas considered archaeologically sensitive such as the coastal portion of the terrace, were
examined as intensively as ground cover allowed. Many locations could not be inspected due to
the extreme plant density. Rock outcrops and exposed bedrock surfaces were also examined.
Four prehistoric archaeological sites were identified in their survey in addition to the two historic
structures that stand behind the Lodge, as well as several isolated pieces of flaked stone and
scattered historic period materials. Bieling and Psota (1998) were unable to relocate two
prehistoric midden sites, P- P-49-000816 and P-49-000817, which had been identified in 1976 by
Branscomb (1976). Most of the sites recorded by Bieling (1997) were middens associated with
habitation, variously containing debitage, lithic fragments, fire affected rock, and shell, and the
extent of the sites could often not be determined due to dense plant cover.
While the locations of the prehistoric sites discovered during this survey are too sensitive
to be recorded here, it is worthy of note that a number of these sites were located on the western
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bluff and had already partially eroded. Bieling and Psota (1998) concluded that at least one of
the sites had been built upon or redistributed during construction or historic period activities.
They noted that buried prehistoric archaeological deposits devoid of surface evidence have been
recorded in or near the northeast portion of the project area but their locations were not
confirmed (Bieling and Psota 1998). They recommended archaeological excavation before any
development should occur there (Bieling 1997).
In 2015, representatives from the Anthropological Studies Center at Sonoma State
University (McGoughey et al. 2015) made an intensive surface survey of the Sea Ranch Lodge
area, re-surveying P-49-002543 and recording three new prehistoric sites. Later, the
Anthropological Studies Center (ASC) at Sonoma State University conducted an archaeological
survey and sensitivity study of approximately 60 miles of proposed fiber optic cable location in
the Sea Ranch (McGoughey et al. 2015). They reassigned boundary lines for P-49-002543, and
observed that the multicomponent site likely extends under the Sea Ranch Lodge building. They
further detected window glass fragments and white improved earthenware at the western most
portion of the site, which is bisected by the Black Point Trail at the trail head. They observed
that the site has been disturbed by landscaping and foot traffic around the lodge building and the
heavily used Black Point Trail. The site likely continues underneath the Sea Ranch Lodge
building.
Despite the discovery of a number of prehistoric sites in the Qowíšal area, Bieling (1998)
found that identifying prehistoric camp sites on this coastal region is difficult, given comments
such as the following by Kniffen (1939:387) regarding the nature of activities attributed to
seasonal occupations: “Shell food was baked...Though this food seems to have been significant
during periods of the year, there are no extensive midden accumulations in the region.” Further
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complicating this is the character of the Baywood series soils in the region. Soils are mostly
Baywood loamy sand, with a smaller proportion of Rohnerville loam. Baywood soils might
contain “inclusions of shell material of less than 1 percent by volume” (Miller 1972:18). It is
unclear whether the shell contained in those soils are naturally occurring remnants from the
period of soil formation or culturally introduced material from Native American subsistence
activities (Miller 1972:18). No dating studies which could have resolved this issue have been
conducted, and this could be an avenue for further research.

The Qowíšal Maritime Cultural Landscape
Qowíšal was a subsistence-based maritime cultural landscape. The Kashaya moved
seasonally between inland villages and coastal villages like Qowíšal, where they would harvest
and process marine food resources. The sea provided the Kashaya with fish, mollusks and
seaweed, which composed an important part of their diet. In this sense, like the Black Point
community that would succeed Kashaya occupation of Qowíšal, and unlike the Sea Ranch
community of today, the Kashaya “used” the sea, in addition to enjoying its recreational aspects.
They would have viewed the sea from the land as well as viewing the land from the sea.
The Qowíšal maritime cultural landscape was imbued with a deep sense of connection
with surrounding villages and tribes. The interrelatedness of traditional Kashaya places is
embedded in the landscape as well as the relationships between these places and Kashaya people
(Dowdall et al. 2015). Traditional Kashaya places such as Qowíšal were connected by a network
of trails that were part of the infrastructure of the ancestral Kashaya landscape. Ethnographies
and oral histories report that there was an annual cycle of movement from winter villages to
spring, summer and fall gathering areas, including Qowíšal. Today, a version of this cycle
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continues, with the Kashaya reservation at Stewarts Point serving as a year round village.
Seasonally, modern Kashaya move through and use different kinds of sacred places. Dowdall et
al. (2015) write that reconfiguring these travel route linkages has served as a key strategy for
adapting to the ongoing social and economic changes around them, providing flexibility in the
face of daunting challenges, such those brought by white settlers in the 19th century.
Placemaking is an ongoing process for the Kashaya (Dowdall et al. 2015). The
relationship between the Kashaya and their places is reflected in the tribal law of reciprocity,
which Otis Parrish describes in his narrative about how the Kashaya were created: “In the
before-world, reciprocity governed relationships between the earth and the ancestors…The land
is always saying things to the people. How things are structured over the landscape is part of
that language” (Dowdall and Parrish 2005:3). An example of the Kashaya Pomo’s enduring
attachment to place, as well as their strategic maneuvering within their territory to maintain
group cohesion and identity, is the Kashaya concept of time periods (Dowdall et al. 2015:57).
The Kashaya recognize two historical periods that existed prior to the arrival of Europeans: the
“Before World” and “Before Me-ti ni Time,” Me-ti ni being the Kashaya name for their village
at what is now Fort Ross. Between the arrival of the earliest Europeans and the present, a
succession of four more Kashaya historical periods, beginning with “Me-ti ni Time” followed by
“Scattered Time,” “Dukasal Time,” and “Su ˀnú ˀnu šinal Time,” Dukasal referring to a village
on what became the Haupt Ranch, and Su ˀnú ˀnu šinal referring to village sites at what is now
Stewart’s Point (Dowdall et al. 2015:57). To date, over 250 archaeological sites, many of them
having no visible material manifestations, and over 200 place names including Qowíšal, have
been recorded as being an integral part of the Kashaya ancestral landscape, despite extensive
private and public property restrictions (Dowdall et al. 2015).
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Regardless of the presence of modern landholders, all of Kashaya tribal territory is held
as sacred by its tribe, both places that manifest positive sacredness and those that manifest
negative sacredness (Dowdall et al. 2015). Like other cultural landscapes, the Kashaya Pomo
traditional landscape is a geographically based heritage resource that is important to a living
community. One of its defining features is that it links tangible and intangible cultural resources.
In it, traditional places, narratives, and activities are linked and perpetuated in a dynamic and
culturally specific way.

Summary
This chapter introduced the Kashaya Pomo tribe, the ancestral occupants of the Sea
Ranch landscape, and the history of their village at the site of the Sea Ranch Lodge, Qowíšal.
Regardless of the presence of modern landholders, Qowíšal is still sacred to the Kashaya Pomo,
many of whom live on a reservation nearby at Stewarts Point. The Qowíšal ancestral landscape
was based on interconnectedness with surrounding villages and tribes, with trails and travel
routes being integral to Kashaya infrastructure. Unlike the modern Sea Ranch community, the
Kashaya at Qowíšal used the sea for subsistence resource extraction, like the logging town that
grew up in its place that used it as a transportation corridor.
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CHAPTER 4
BLACK POINT

“Blackpoint hotel was way down there—there was a boat landing down there too you
know,” recalled Ed Ohlson in 1974. “I guess it’s probably in pieces but there is an old capstan
out there. Yes part of it is still there. That’s what they used to run wires up and down to the
ship…” (Wells 1974:7). Indeed, traces remain of the Black Point community and the landing
hardware that existed for the purpose of loading and unloading lumber, produce, and passengers.
Much of it has been documented in cultural resource management reports. The boundaries of the
town itself have never been surveyed, and recording them will be a direction for future research
as doing so was outside of the scope of this thesis.
This chapter will provide context on the lumber market of California in the nineteenth
century and the nature of doghole ports that transported its products, and then it will outline the
history of the town of Black Point up until 1917 when shipping at the point ceased and the town
was abandoned. This chapter will discuss what archaeological literature exists and what it can
tell us about Black Point. Finally, this chapter will look at Black Point as a maritime cultural
landscape, showing discussing the connection between the people of this community and their
environment.
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Figure 4.1: Black Point Store

California’s Lumber Market
While Pomo people from the timbered coast of Sonoma and Mendocino counties
attempted to seek refuge on the lands that once belonged to them, the men who now owned those
lands were beginning to realize how much profit could be gained by exploiting timber to build
San Francisco, where repeated fires coupled with rapid population growth created an insatiable
demand for lumber, shingles and cord wood (Lindstrom 2013). Redwood was especially prized:
“For fence posts and railroad ties it is the best wood known, resisting the action of both air and
water with matchless durability” (TAT 1877:16). According to Jared Farmer (2013), much of
the timber used to build San Francisco came from the northern coast of Mendocino and Sonoma
Counties starting in the 1850s when the redwood forests closer to the rapidly growing city had
been exhausted. The 1877 Historical Atlas of Sonoma County boasted of its wealth in timber,
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describing a coastline more densely forested than the one we see today along the Sea Ranch
corridor: “From the Valhalla—the north boundary-line of Sonoma—to the Russian river, the
county along the coast is timbered. The timber grows inland from the sea-shore about eight
miles” (TAT 1877). Additionally, the rapid expansion of railroads demanded railroad ties.
According to TAT (1877), “every Eastern train that crosses the Sierra rolls over the product of
the forests of Sonoma.” Ties from Sonoma County were used as far away as Colorado, as well
as having been shipped to South America for “that wonderful road that leads from Lima, in Peru,
to the summit of the Andes, seventeen thousand feet above the level of the Pacific (TAT
1877:16). Other trees being logged in Sonoma County at this time included California tanoak
trees which provided tannins for the growing tanning industry, and California laurel and
madrone, which were valued as hardwoods for construction purposes (Lindstrom 2013; TAT
1877).

Doghole Ports
Lindstrom (2013), in his unpublished manuscript Lumber Landings, Doghole Schooners
and Shipwrecks, provides a good source of background information about doghole ports.
Shipping was the main method of transporting lumber as well as other goods and people up and
down the Northern California coast during the latter half of the 19th century, and it was done with
schooners. Small, rugged harbors like Bihler’s Landing were called doghole ports, allegedly
because they were so tight that not even a dog could turn around in them (Lindstrom 2013).
Doghole schooners were small wooden vessels under 200 tons with wide and shallow hull depths
and two masts in case the engine or boiler failed (Lindstrom 2013). Designed for short hauls,
they were faster, easier to handle, and were less expensive to operate than other sailing ships.
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From 1860 to 1884 most had steam power, which allowed them to move up rivers where
necessary. William Bihler himself had his own fleet of doghole schooners, one of which, “Bill
the Butcher,” he named for himself (Lindstrom 2013).
There were two main methods of loading and unloading the schooners with goods or
passengers (Lindstrom 2013). The slide chute was composed of an A-frame supporting a
wooden trough with cables. A system of pulleys and wires allowed the chute to be raised and
lowered to allow gravity to move the cargo onto a waiting ship (Lindstrom 2013). The chute had
a movable plank called a clapper at the end which was raised or lowered by a man using a lever
either on the ship or on the chute, which facilitated the hand loading of the cargo by a deckhand
(Lindstrom 2013). Another method was the wire chute, in which a wire cable was run from
shore to an anchorage beyond the schooner. Cargo was strapped to the wire and the weight of
the load would cause it to descend toward the ship. Once unloaded on the ship or loaded with
cargo for shore, a system of rope or wires and pulleys would return it to land (Lindstrom 2013).
Moorings would stabilize the schooners so the loading and unloading could take place,
and failure to do put them in danger of grounding or breaking up on the rocks (Lindstrom 2013).
Metal eye bolts set in rocks above the water line were used for mooring lines on shore, as well as
buoys in the shape of large logs with an anchor attached to one end to hold the log in place
(Lindstrom 2013).
As doghole ports were constructed along the coast, small towns that were supported by
them sprang up. At Sea Ranch there were three doghole ports, one at Black Point, another at Del
Mar Point and a third near Fish Rock Road (Lindstrom 2013).
Although Bihler’s Landing became one of the major doghole ports along this stretch of
coast, it was one of the more dangerous due to undertows, shallow reefs, thick kelp, swells and
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hidden rocks (Lindstrom 2013). Additionally, the schooner captain had to deal with the
unpredictable weather and its effect on the ocean (Lindstrom 2013). Weather was the reason that
Bihler’s Landing was mostly used during the summer months, as the landing was considered
dangerous from October to June.

Figure 4.2: Aerial view of Bihler’s Landing in 1965.
Bihler’s Landing: A Doghole Port
History
The town of Black Point is referenced interchangeably in various primary and secondary
sources as Black Point Harbor, Black Point Landing, Bihler’s Landing, Bihler Landing, Bihler’s
Point, and sometimes even Fisherman’s Bay (Clark 1990; Dillon 1965). Richard Dillon (1965:8),
in the earliest history of the Sea Ranch ever written, wrote of Black Point that “Captain Bihler
made his headquarters at Black Point, possibly on the very site of old Kowishal, 28 miles north
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of the Russian River and 12 miles south of the Gualala.” He proceeds to describe the town of
Fisherman’s Bay, as described in A History of Sonoma County, published in 1880—a town
“situated twenty-eight miles north of Russian River, and twelve miles south of Valhalla River.
The same volume describes Black Point succinctly as follows:
This is a small shipping point, now owned by Wm. Bihler and D. L. B. Ross. They built
the chute in 1875. Considerable quantities of produce is shipped from this point, there
being some good farming land near by. There is a wagon and blacksmith shop here
(Munro-Fraser 1880).
Richard Dillon, the first Sea Ranch’s historian, conflated Black Point with Fisherman’s Bay in
much of this volume, rendering much of the information in it suspect. His confusion probably
arose from the fact that in 1888, the Fisherman’s Bay Post Office moved into the Black Point
hotel from the town of Fisherman’s Bay near Stewart’s Point.
In 1876 William Bihler and D.L.B. Ross, a lumberman, formed a partnership "for the
purpose of building one or two chutes on Bihler's land at Black Point and for buying and
shipping lumber from said Black Point," for which purpose they built a landing with two slide
trough chutes, six mooring lines and three mooring buoys (Clark 1990:68; Lindstrom 2013). A
wire chute was constructed by 1909 (Lindstrom 2013). Bihler’s Landing facilitated the arrivals
and departures of ships laden with passengers, produce from the rich farmland nearby, and small
wood products (Clark 1990:133; Lindstrom 2013; Munro-Fraser 1880). By the late 1870s,
lumber, tanoak bark, and firewood were shipped from this port; later after timber became scarce,
they also exported wood posts, staves, and railroad ties (Lindstrom 2013).
The 1889 Coast Pilot, a navigational guide to ships travelling on the coasts of California,
Oregon and Washington, describe Bihler’s Landing as follows:
…a double headed point with steep cliffs fifty to sixty feet high, and bordered by
numerous rocks above water. Under the southern of the two points is a very contracted
and poor anchorage open from northwest to southeast; a rocky islet on the south shore
makes this cove the narrowest on the coast. The three-fathom line reaches in very nearly
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to the rocky islet. There are two chutes, of which the inner one is not used and the outer
one seems a fair place to load at. This chute extends from the bluf to twenty-three feet of
water, and a vessel lies broadside to the end with six mooring-lines. There are breakers
close under the starboard bow of the vessel at the chute. There are three mooring buoys.
The inner one of them is one hundred yards southeast of the outer chute, and lies in five
or six fathoms of water, with a rock above water thirty yeards northeast and a sunken
rock with eleven feet upon it seventy yeards southeast. The outermost buoy lies in ten
fathoms two hundred and twenty yeards south by east…from the inner one, and the third
buoy lies between this outer one and the northwest point of the cove. This is a summer
landing only, and an average of five small schooners per month load wood, posts,
tanbark, and stave-bolts. Three vessels may lie at anchor in the cove but the place is
dangerous from October to June.
As Bihler began to focus more on his Lakeville operations, he sold more and more of his
German Rancho property to others, especially Knipp and Stengel (Clark 1990:133). By 1889
Knipp and Stengel owned all the facilities at Black Point along with the approximately 600 acre
tract upon which they were located, as well as all of what is today’s Sea Ranch from about
Gualala to Bihler’s Landing, including 2000 acres of timberland around Annapolis (Clark
1990:133).
In 1896 Knipp and Stengel joined with James Peterson, James Johnson and Thomas
Powell Enugh to establish the Fisherman’s Bay Commercial Company, named for the
Fisherman’s Bay Post Office, which had moved from Stewarts Point to the hotel at Black Point
in 1888 (Clark 1990). The event was recorded in the Petaluma Courier in February of that year:
Articles of Incorporation were filed at the county clerk’s office Wednesday Afternoon of
the Fisherman’s Bay Commercial company. The place of business of the company is
Black Point, Sonoma county, and the objects of the company are to engage in general
merchandising, to buy, lease and sell real estate, to deal in timber, wood and tan bark, to
own and operate steamers and other sea vessels. The capital stock of the company is
$50,000. The shares are of $100 denomination. The directors are Christian Stengel,
Adam Knipp, James Peterson of Sonoma county and James Johnson and Thos.P. Enigh
of Alameda county (PC 1896).
The Fishermans Bay Commercial Company took over shipping operations at Black Point
in 1898. From 1898 until 1902 the company bought up and logged timber land mostly in the
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vicinity of Annapolis, on the east side of the Gualala River to produce railroad ties, cord wood,
and tan bark (Clark 1990). By 1902 the timber on the property had mostly been exhausted, so
the Fishermans Bay Commercial Company decided to discontinue operations at Bihler’s Landing
(Clark 1990). The decline in population that followed the depletion of timber resulted in the
United States government closing down the post office in 1902 (Lindstrom 2001).
Although Clark (1990) says that Bihler never built a lumber mill at Black Point, an article
from the Santa Rosa-based Press Democrat (1906) states that “J. K. Hickman, who has been
operating a lumber mill at Black Point in this county, recently sold out his holdings to an
Oakland man.” Walter Frick became an Oakland man in 1906, having moved there that year,
and ten years later he acquired the title to the entire Del Mar Ranch (Clark 1990:184). This
raises the possibility that a lumber mill may have existed at Black Point, although so far no
evidence of one has been found archaeologically. This piece of news was reported in the
Sonoma County-based Press Democrat, and there can be no doubt that the reporter was referring
to Sonoma County’s Black Point.
As late as 1905, newcomers were still immigrating to Black Point and making it their
home. An obituary in the Healdsburg Tribune, Enterprise and Scimitar from 1967 records a
Mrs. McMillen moving to Black Point in 1905 with her family, the Skiffingtons. Her father had
been a logger, but at Black Point he was put in charge of “the loading of lumber schooners
largely with tanbark and railroad ties” (HT 1967). The obituary goes on to state that “the hotel
and store at Black Point stood on the site of the present headquarters of the Sea Ranch” (HTES
1967). The spot indicated would have been the future site of the Sea Ranch Lodge. Clark
(1990:135) writes that the Skiffington family also managed the Fisherman’s Bay Commercial
Company Hotel at Black Point, and that they stayed on at Black Point and continued operation of
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the hotel for another few years. Shipping from Bihler’s Landing finally ceased in 1917, when
the town was abandoned, according to Lindstrom (2001) and Clark (1990).

Archaeological Literature
During Bieling & Psota’s 1997 reconnaissance of the Sea Ranch Lodge property, they
recorded two historic structures, and several historic artifacts that may have been associated with
the Black Point community which were covered by dense plant growth that prevented them from
inspecting the area for surface features (Bieling 1997). They found several pieces of solarized
glass bottle fragments on the trails west of the Lodge, and some small pieces of rusted iron were
also identified nearby (Bieling 1997).
At P-49-002546, the “Bihler Point Site”, on a west-facing bluff where materials were
eroding down the slope, they found in addition to prehistoric artifacts, some white-improved
earthenware that date to the 1890s or later. In addition to plate and saucer sherds with
polychrome floral overglazed decal, there was a piece with a black printed maker’s mark that
read “[I]RONSTONE CHIN[A]” with a Royal Coat of Arms underneath. They also found an
embossed aqua bottle base and rusted iron fragments. A brick was identified about eighteen
inches below surface. Virtually no evidence of this site deposit could be identified on the
exposed middle of the bluff. A subsurface layer of midden was most visible at the bluff edge on
the south side and on a cove on the north side. Bieling (1997) suspected that intensive
commercial activities during the latter 19th century as well as seasonal collapse of the coastal
edge by storm activity exposed much of the surface deposit to eolian processes and erosion.
Recently, an initiative funded by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) in partnership with California State Parks called the Sonoma Coast Doghole Port
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Project has begun a non-disturbance survey of the submerged and terrestrial archaeological
resources associated with the 12 doghole ports between Duncan’s landing and Gualala (Marx
and Lawrence 2016). On 7 August 2016, representatives from California’s State Parks, Sonoma
State University, and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) made an
intensive pedestrian survey of Bihler’s Landing (CA-SON-2680/H), without recording the town
site of Black Point itself, which was outside the scope of their project. The site’s condition was
considered good. They found and recorded, in situ, many pieces of hardware on the westernmost
point of the site associated with the doghole port and its attendant trough and wire lumber chute
including eyebolts, rods, fasteners, hooks, bars, pins, a T-shaped rod, and other various forms of
degraded metal that were likely used to secure the chute. They also found a bitumen slick with
milled wood fragments, bottle glass shards, window glass, and wire fragments embedded within
it.
They found cut notches in the cliff rock called structural rebates, which were used to
secure the chute legs (Marx et al. 2017). The alignment of the rebates indicates the location and
orientation of the chute structure. Articulated wooden timbers protruding from the cliff face, on
the south side near the chute location, are most likely associated with the chutes as decking or
some sort of other structure. They found a circular drilled socket, which was probably used to
secure one of the chute support legs, and a wire braided cable wedged into a drill hole, near the
tidal zone (Marx et al. 2017). The two slide chutes were located on the cove’s southwestern side,
before the bottleneck. The single wire chute was located on the outer end of the bluff past the
bottleneck, and there is evidence of moorings on the outer cliff. They also found the former
location of the wire winch platform used for the wire chute. Other features include a buried
wooden structure resembling a platform at the edge of the cliff by a gully and a series of
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eyebolts, some complete and some eroded, on the rocks facing the ocean (Marx et al. 2017). The
bluff top had been modified both by grading and by the addition of a roadbed, which Marx
(2017) thought looked somewhat abandoned.

Structures at Black Point
Today, two historic structures stand out at Black Point, in contrast to the modern
landscaping of the Sea Ranch Lodge—a building that was once Black Point Hotel’s livery
stables, and a small sheepherder’s cabin. It is not documented anywhere why these are the only
two buildings left at Black Point, however it is likely related to their utility in the agricultural
practices that succeeded the town’s lifetime. In an oral history taken by Ed Wells in 1974, sheep
rancher and former resident Edward Ohlson says that he could remember back at least 70 years
and the barn-like structure that was the hotel’s livery stables was there in 1904. Describing
Black Point, Ohlson says:
You see there was a hotel there, a store, a saloon and a blacksmith shop. And that
stage—the horse drawn stages used to change horses there to go on to Pt. Arena. Now
that’s Black Point…it was a horse barn—and it converted over to take care of sheep.
You could take sheep and drive them in there in a storm (Wells 1974:6).
No structures are shown on a late nineteenth century map but a “large rock” is depicted at the
southern end of a trail from “Bickler’s” property to the north (GLO 1866). No structures are
depicted in 1877, but a later map shows a single structure (Map of Sonoma County 1888;
Thompson 1877). After the turn of the century, the land was part of a larger property held by
Binder Mill and Lumber Co.; due to the map scale, however, no structures were shown (McIntire
and Lewis 1908). Several structures are depicted within the project area on an early twentieth
century map (USGS 1915); at that date, the location was known as “Bihler Landing.”
Additionally, a road is shown extending onto Bihler’s Point. A map made about thirty years later
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no longer shows most of the structures and the road terminates mid-way down the slope (Bieling
1997; USGS 1943). Ohlson said the hotel was gone before he moved there in 1941. Surveying
the area for remnants of the historic town site is a direction for future research.

Figure 4.3: Sheepherder’s cabin at Black Point.
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Figure 4.4: The Black Point hotel livery stables, exterior view.
Bieling (1997) recorded the two historic structures behind the Sea Ranch Lodge, a barn
and a small building, both of which they judged to date to the latter 19th century. The barn is
situated near coastal bluff by inlet circa .1km west of Sea Ranch Lodge. It has a basic design,
with vertical redwood siding and an exposed shingle roof over the entire structure including the
shallower pitched east portion. Bieling estimated its construction date to be about 1890. Bieling
noted that the roof has been replaced, and that it might appear in a few photographs of Black
Point community around the turn of the century. The small building, which they dubbed the Sea
Ranch Sheep Herder’s Cabin (P-49-002544), is situated about midway between 19th century barn
and Sea Ranch Lodge, “probably very near location of former Black Point Store/Hotel” (Bieling
1997).
Bieling noted that the structures are set in a shallow swale near a spring wetland drainage
area. The small structure has vertical redwood board and batten siding and long wood shingles
on the roof, with a centered porch. The structure features rusted iron nails, a few of which were
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round-headed indicating post-1890s manufacture (Bieling 1997). There is a hole for a wood
stove on the east side of the building’s roof. Bieling (1997) noted that it “Looks like small
office/store,” but that local historian Susan Clark believes it to be an early 20th century
sheepherder’s cabin. Bieling (1997) noted that both of these buildings might be depicted on one
of the early 20th century maps of the region (USGS 1915) and perhaps on a later map (USGS
1943). Bieling (1998) writes that these buildings were not fully investigated during their study,
however this is the only formal study that has been made of these buildings to date.
In 1997 when this study was conducted, the house and barn as seen from the Sea Ranch
Lodge were deteriorating. Bieling (1997) called for the structures to be restored before the roof
of the barn collapsed, as the southwest corner had already done so. Bieling (1997) argued that
the barn was an important part of the Sea Ranch image. “This barn is the only obvious
remaining example of the inspiration of the Sea Ranch style of architecture on the Sea Ranch
property. It is part of the panoramic view out the window of the Sea Ranch lodge.” Bieling
wrote that if corrective measures were not taken soon, “…the entire roof will fall in and this
important influence on a worldwide style of architecture will be lost.” This may have influenced
the Lodge owner’s decision to reinforce the building, to prevent it from deteriorating further.
The Lodge has since changed hands, and the current owner is not as interested in preserving
these structures, which are once again in danger of deterioration (Peter Jenny, personal
communication, January 23 2018). The extent of any historic site around the Lodge has been
disturbed by landscaping and foot traffic around the lodge building and the heavily used Black
Point Trail (McGoughey et al. 2015)
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Figure 4.5: Black Point hotel livery stables, interior view. Note the new timbers reinforcing the
old.

The Black Point Maritime Cultural Landscape
Black Point was a maritime cultural landscape that used the sea as a main transportation
corridor, linking the town with cosmopolitan areas that bought the lumber and other products
shipped from the doghole port at Bihler’s Landing. The economy and survival of the town relied
upon this maritime corridor to San Francisco lumber markets, which was the reason the town
sprang up in the first place. Prior to the construction of Highway 1 in the late 1920s-early 1930s,
the overland route to San Francisco took much longer than the trip by schooner.

Residents and

visitors alike would have viewed the land from the perspective of the ocean, viewing the shore
from schooners with a relationship to the city that was maintained by sea as opposed to the
overland route.
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Photographic evidence suggests that residents of the town of Black Point were futureoriented and aspirational, making the town their version of San Francisco, with false building
fronts and modern architecture. Their strong connection to San Francisco by sea would have
nurtured cosmopolitan attitudes towards their landscape. The residents of Black Point had
chosen to move to this new industrial town in order to make a profit from the exploitation of
timber which was then in full swing in coastal Sonoma and Mendocino counties, and as such
they were at the forefront of a frontier economy.

Figure 4.6: Buildings at Black Point.

Black Point made the news in the late nineteenth century, being an exciting new player in
California’s lumber market. Bihler’s Landing was mentioned regularly in the shipping news of
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the San Francisco-based newspaper Daily Alta California in August of 1876. An article from the
Sonoma Democrat in October 1876 gushed about Black Point, saying:
“We learn from parties who have recently visited the coast country that business
generally is quite brisk. The new shipping point known as Black Point, four miles from
Fisherman’s Bay, is doing quite a lively business and gives promise of becoming a place
of no little importance” (SD 1876).
Due to its “importance,” a stagecoach station was established at Black Point. A letter to the
editor in the Healdsburg Enterprise (1879) three years later mentions a ten-mile road that starts
near “Bihler’s Point” stretching into the hills inland, possibly referring to Annapolis Road. The
author calls it “the finest wagon road anywhere in the country.” Black Point was indeed doing a
brisk trade in the late 1870s. By 1880, Bihler’s Landing was shipping annually 1,000 cords of
tanoak bark for the tanning industry worth $10 a cord at the chute, 500 cords of oak wood at $6
per cord for firewood, and 8,000,000 feet of redwood lumber (Clark 1990:104).
D.L.B. Ross, a timber bookkeeper at Black Point, drew sketches of the area, writing a
letter to his sister Emilie three months before the 1880 census was taken describing the drawings.
The one with two chutes where a schooner is loading is intended for Bihler’s or Black
Point…where we live during the busy time, two vessels are often landing at once and the
Black Point is crowded with teams hauling an and taking away merchandise…
(Lindstrom2013:6).
Ross says that two vessels are often landing at once, indicating that this doghole port was very
lively with activity related to the transporting of lumber products. The people involved in this
activity would have seen themselves as part of a statewide lumber market, contributing to the
building of San Francisco and other cosmopolitan cities in the Bay Area.
Black Point had enough traffic of visitors coming and going that it had a hotel with a
livery stable, which was built around 1880 by Adam Knipp and Christian Stengel. The hotel
would have housed travellers stopping by Black Point, having arrived here either by schooner or
by stagecoach or wagon. From 1888 to 1902, there was a post office inside the hotel. Black
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Point also had a store that would have sold food and basic supplies, and a blacksmith shop,
where hardware related to the doghole port would have been repaired as well as horseshoes made
and mended. A wagon maker also set up shop at Black Point (Lindstrom 2013). There would
also have been homes for the people who worked in and around the settlement, cabins,
bunkhouses and campsites (Lindstrom 2013:6). A History of Sonoma County, published in 1880,
describes Black Point succinctly as follows:
This is a small shipping point, now owned by Wm. Bihler and D. L. B. Ross. They built
the chute in 1875. Considerable quantities of produce is shipped from this point, there
being some good farming land near by. There is a wagon and blacksmith shop here
(Munro-Fraser 1880).
According to this account, not only lumber but produce from nearby farmland was shipped out of
Bihler’s Landing. Most of the residents earned their income by loading and unloading the ships
that anchored in the cove to the south of Black Point, and according to Clark (1990) their
primary source of entertainment was attending occasional dances.
Black Point was significant enough to be a reference point for other communities in the
area. An article in the Sonoma Democrat from January 1885 referred to “Bihler Point, a landing
owned by Messrs. Knipp & Stengle, and at present held under lease by Messrs. Fisk and Byrne”
(Cumming 1885). It was in reference to an up-and-coming mercantile community called Monti,
formerly Beatty’s Ridge, “a remote and sequestered part of Sonoma that is scarcely ever heard
from” (Cumming 1885). Monti is described as being located eight miles inland from Black
Point, possibly somewhere on Annapolis Road. The article states that after several years the
settlement of Monti was “opened up, and made accessible to the coast landing, from which bark,
wood, posts, bolts, lumber and shingles are shipped to San Francisco” (Cumming 1885).
Monti’s new accessibility to Black Point and its landing was a significant event signifying
progress for the inland community.
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In addition to being regularly featured in the shipping news, Black Point was mentioned
in city newspapers as a destination or starting point for schooners travelling up and down the
coast. An article in the Daily Alta California from July 1889 details an “Interesting Schooner
Race up the Coast to Bihler’s Point”:
A race has been arranged between the schooners Nettie Sundberg and Bender Bros. The
two vessels left yesterday morning for Bihler's Point, their destination, at 8 o'clock. The
Sundberg is commanded by Captain Sundberg, who is part owner, and the Bender Bros,
by Captain Zaddart (DAC 1889).
Such schooner races would have been a source of entertainment for the residents of maritime
shipping towns like Black Point.
With so much schooner traffic travelling between Black Point and San Francisco,
accidents between schooners were bound to happen, just as car accidents occur on Highway 1
today. The schooner Nettie Sundberg, again bound for Black Point, was featured in an article by
the Daily Alta California in 1890 in reference to a collision with another schooner, the Pitcairn:
When off Blossom Rock the two schooners collided, and the latter vessel had the
foresails and foreshroud carried away. The Pitcairn escaped without any damage. The
Nettie Sundberg came to this city and after her damages were repaired sailed yesterday
morning for Bihler’s Point. The Pitcairn’s captain claimed that he had the right of way,
and the Sundberg, on seeing him approaching should have got out of the way (DAC
1890).
Collisions between schooners would have been a significant event for port town communities,
and this one would have delayed shipments at Black Point and probably caused some
consternation. Another accident was recorded in 1895, when the Los Angeles Herald reported
that a schooner named Rachel became grounded on its way to Black Point from San Francisco:
“The crew, consisting of a captain and four men, were saved” (LAH 1895). In this instance,
people in far-off Los Angeles read about the grounding of a schooner with business in Black
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Point in the newspaper, demonstrating once again Black Point’s integration with cosmopolitan
areas by sea.
Black Point continued to make the San Francisco news after the turn of the century. An
article from the San Francisco Call in 1903 described a steamer named Ruth drifting upon rocks
near Black Point. The ship was moored near Black Point, when “…the Ruth broke loose from
her moorings and drifted upon a known rock nearby: The Ruth was valued at $40,000. All on
board were saved.” The captain was exonerated from blame for the accident (SFC 1903). Black
Point was known to be dangerous in part due to the many hidden rocks off the point. This event
occurred in December, when weather made navigating the landing more dangerous and
unpredictable. Although the Coast Pilot says that Bihler’s Landing was too dangerous to use
from October to June, this December accident demonstrates that the landing continued to be used
during the winter months. Mentions in the shipping news of the Daily Alta California between
October and June reinforce this fact (DAC 1890). No mention is made of Bihler’s Landing in
the shipping news after 1904.
The Press Democrat recorded a dance being held at Black Point in April of 1908, making
reference to the town’s decline in the same paragraph:
The logging camp at Delmar has started and soon the mill will be running and the busy
town put on new life. James L. Skillington and wife gave a dance last Saturday at Black
Point, which was a great success…The tanbark and tie business is suffering for want of
rain, together with many other things (PD 1908).
The success of Black Point depended upon being connected by sea with San Francisco to
buy the lumber products that were shipped out of its doghole port, Bihler’s Landing. The
doghole port was the reason the town sprang up in the first place. Residents of the town of Black
Point would have been future-oriented and aspirational, moving to this new industrial town in
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order to make a profit from the exploitation of timber which was then in full swing in coastal
Sonoma and Mendocino counties.

Summary
This chapter gave the history of the industrial town of Black Point, which grew up around
the doghole port at Bihler’s Landing. Archaeological surveys of Black Point were reviewed.
The town site itself has never been recorded, but the doghole port at Bihler’s Landing was
surveyed recently as part of a doghole port study by NOAA, and the two structures at Black
Point have been recorded. Newspapers, photographs, and historical atlas material show that the
residents of Black Point were future-oriented and felt connected to cosmopolitan areas by the
sea, which they viewed as a transportation corridor. The next chapter will show how the
maritime cultural landscape shifted after the town was abandoned and the property transitioned
from sheep ranch to Sea Ranch.
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CHAPTER 5
SEA RANCH

Introduction
At the time of Sea Ranch’s inception in the 1960s, the environmental movement was just
taking off. Biologist Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, which famously attacked technologically
engineered control of nature, was published in 1962 (Hirsch 2014:15). Oceanic Properties
recognized an opportunity to build a second home community that would appeal to educated,
intellectual professionals who both embraced the environmental movement and could afford to
pay what was in the 1960s significantly more than the average home was worth. Lawrence
Halprin (1963) and his architectural team observed in their field notes from early trip to Sea
Ranch:
The character of the kind of people that the development should appeal to we feel, at this
point, would be such people as the professor, the off-beat lawyer, other professionals who
are not able to find what they want in the ordinary house tract or within the social set.
Environmental historian Sarah Fingal (2013:186) has suggested that Sea Ranch, as an exclusive
anti-suburban community, was constructed as an attempt to reconcile the tension between the
emerging environmental movement and capitalism, representing as it did the overlap of highincome professionals with environmentalism. Fingal (2013:189) calls this new philosophy “ecoconsumerism,” and she calls Sea Ranch “an historical artifact” that illustrates its emergence.
Through their architecture and landscape design, Oceanic’s architectural team aspired to
represent the four main aspirations of the new eco-consumer ethos—balance, pastoral
preservation, landscape blending, and anti-elitism (Fingal 2013:185). They defined a balance
between development and landscape preservation, which they termed dynamic conservation, as
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preserving “that which is valuable ecologically, so as to make the property more liveable [sic]
without destroying its beauty.”
Oceanic agent Al Boeke’s interactions with sheep rancher Edward Ohlson represent a
meeting of Sea Ranch’s working past and its eco-consumerist future. Boeke recalls walking in
the property with Ohlsen and admiring the wild irises. He recalls Ohlson as saying,
’Goddam [sic] things, I hate em [sic], I pour oil on them, I light it and burn em [sic].’ Of
course my mouth dropped open and I was about to exclaim in horror when we each
looked at each other and each realized that we were looking at that iris from an entirely
different point of view. I in terms of wanting the environment to be rich with wild
flowers and so forth and he as a sheep rancher who was only interested in the grass which
the iris tend to smother. So we both had a good laugh and from that day forward which
was rather early in our relationship, we had a good one (Wells 1973:5).
The real estate developer and the sheep rancher became conscious of the other’s point of view in
that moment, Boeke wishing to preserve the natural beauty of the land for vacationers seeking to
escape their working city life, and Ohlson viewing the land from the utilitarian perspective of
someone who relied upon it for his livelihood, in keeping with many previous generations. This
moment reflects a shift in what the land was used for, a shift in the maritime cultural landscape.
In addition to giving historical background on this second-home community, this chapter
will discuss the ways in which the architectural team that designed Sea Ranch was inspired by its
sheep-ranching past and how they integrated it into their architecture and their landscape design.
This chapter will also show how the sheep-ranching past was conflated with the logging past at
Black Point, which today is the site of the gateway to Sea Ranch, the Sea Ranch Lodge. Finally,
this chapter will illustrate how a new maritime cultural landscape emerged as this place became
Sea Ranch, how a connection with the rural ranching community was lost, and how people at Sea
Ranch today value this place for its isolation in contrast to previous communities.
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History and Halprin
Inception of The Sea Ranch
The year after Walter Frick acquired title to the property that included Black Point in
1916, the once noisy and thriving town had profited by the doghole port commerce, had been
deserted and shipping had ceased. Susan Clark (1990) chronicles in her Master’s thesis on the
history of the Del Mar Ranch how, with no lumber left to exploit, Frick opted to take advantage
of the abundance of grass that remained by running cattle, clearing most of the remaining
woodland for grazing, and burning the grasses regularly to encourage regrowth. He substituted
them with sheep by 1921, due to the declining beef market and the increasingly lucrative wool
market. By the 1920s and 1930s, the land had been overgrazed, and although Frick attempted to
restore the native grasses with advice from the University of Davis, he was unsuccessful. In 1941
Edward, Ernest, Chester, and Elmer Ohlson bought the ranch, and they continued to run sheep on
the property until they sold it for estate reasons in 1964 to Oceanic Properties, Inc., so that upon
their deaths it wouldn’t get divided up (Clark 1990; Wells 1973).
Oceanic Properties was a subsidiary of Hawaiian real estate developer Castle and Cooke.
In an interview conducted by Ed Wells (1973) with Oceanic’s former Vice-President Al Boeke,
Boeke says that in 1963 he and Fred Simpich were looking for land in California to construct a
“new town” after their project in Hawaii had gotten waylaid. Simpich, the President of Oceanic,
first saw the property from an airplane. Boeke later said that that the State of California wanted
to buy the property to become a wilderness park but didn’t have the budget to do it. Boeke
visited the property and fell in love with it immediately. It was a pastoral sheep-ranching
landscape that Boeke would have seen during his visit, and that Lawrence Halprin would try to
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incorporate into his Master Plan, as the Ohlsons continued to use the historic structures on the
property as sheep barns in bad weather (Wells 1974).
In the interview by Wells (1973), Boeke says that he recommended to Oceanic that they
buy the property and develop it “to as light an economic density and use as possible.” Boeke
would later recall, “We would thus have an experiment with man coming onto the land living in
it in a manner that does not injure the land, that being the reason for his being there in the first
place.” The project would be Sea Ranch, a second-home community with an environmentally
sensitive design for those who could afford to buy houses there, allowing the residents to, in the
words of Friedberg (2009:110), “temporarily escape the discomforts of city life to a utopian
paradise.” This utopia was bucolic in nature, being composed of quiet rolling waves of grass
dotted with picturesque sheep and a few weathered structures resembling barns, adjacent to an
even more picturesque, and by now merely ornamental rather than utilitarian, sea.
Boeke was initially concerned about the cold, wind and fog at Sea Ranch, but during his
visit he was informed by locals that the ranch was in a banana belt due to the southwest prospect,
and that there was a great deal more fog between Point Arena and Fort Ross than there was in the
Sea Ranch area. Satisfied on the weather front, he turned his attention to smoothing the path for
the planned development with the County of Sonoma, as Oceanic would need extensive
permitting from them (Wells 1973).
At a preliminary meeting that included the County Board of Supervisors and
representatives from California State Parks, Boeke pitched “a verbal cartoon of what the Sea
Ranch is today.” The County suggested public beach access every half mile through the ranch,
to which Boeke strenuously objected, as follows:
…we are not going to go into Escrow and buy the Sea Ranch if the usual, pardon me
ripoff, of a dirt or paved trail from the highway down to a small parking lot with an ash
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can and a path down to the beach, without any supervision, is what you want to do a half
or mile on center. If that’s the way it’s going to go, we aren’t going to buy the land,
because the land would have no integrity left, the public is not malicious but out of
ignorance would destroy the land as well as the marine life and that isn’t anything we
want to be part of. We are not interested in a sales bonanza, we’re interested in a
destination of some prototype and breakthroughs, of significance (Wells 1973:2).
Boeke told the government officials that Oceanic would promise donate a major beach and back
up meadow headland as a regional park destination,
...whose acreage and value would be many times the cumulative value of all the little
‘access lots’ or whatever you want to call these parking lots that you would otherwise
require of us bit by bit as we subdivided…We’ll go ahead on that basis and won’t go
ahead otherwise (Wells 1973:2).
The County and State representatives agreed to this proposal, and Oceanic proceeded with the
project. Ironically, the public access points with the “ash can and a path down to the beach” are
a fairly accurate description of what exist today, at approximately 2-mile intervals along the 10
mile Sea Ranch corridor of Highway 1 (for map see Figure 3). Boeke would later lament his
naiveté in assuming the agreement was a permanent and binding agreement, for what emerged
was what he called the “evolution of an absence of partnership” between Oceanic and
government, reflecting that “Government though is a moving target and the private developer of
land has to realize that his deal will only last 5 minutes and assume the worst.” (Wells 1973:2).

Lawrence Halprin
In the 1960s, landscape architect Lawrence Halprin was deeply involved in integrating
ecological concepts into the practice of designing the environment (Hirsch 2014:15). He was
fascinated by the way in which nature was made up of processes and forces that he could not
control (John-Alder 2012:55). Halprin’s academic background was in plant sciences, after which
he studied Bauhaus, one of the greatest influences on modernist design—founded on the idea of
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creating a total work of art or gesamtkunstwerk, in which all arts, including architecture, would
eventually be brought together (Hirsch 2014). Halprin’s work was enmeshed in his perception of
ecology, which he defined as the relationship of an organism to its environment, including all
other organisms in that environment. (John-Alder 2012:53).
Boeke, the overall manager of the Sea Ranch project, selected Halprin to oversee the
master planning effort. Boeke was already familiar with Halprin and his work through an
Oceanic development project in Hawaii, and Halprin was already familiar with Rancho Del Mar,
as he and his family had been vacationing at a friend’s cabin south of the site at Fort Ross along
the coast for several years (John-Alder 2012:54; Friedberg 2009:105). For Halprin, this was a
long-awaited opportunity to merge his ideas of ecological planning with community
development (Friedberg 2009:105). He considered the project an innovative experiment that
would illustrate how people "could plan development with nature rather than ignore her!"
(Halprin 2002). Halprin frequently observed in his writings that natural processes are dynamic
and constantly shifting with the need to adapt to new environmental characteristics, and that
human development must likewise shift and adapt (Friedberg 2009:6).
Boeke gave Halprin four project directives to coordinate. In addition to an overall site
plan, schematic plans, and architectural plans for five model homes, the project included an
evaluation of the geography and ecology for all 5,000 acres of the site, at the request of Halprin
himself (John-Alder 2012:54). Halprin (2002:6) called this section of coastline “an austere,
windswept, and often foggy landscape of great power a presence with a character that would
demand very special and unique solutions to make it viable for human occupation.”
In order to determine the best way to adapt to the landscape, he collaborated with cultural
geographer Richard Reynolds to collect data that included everything from observations about
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the sheep grazing habits and the patterns of wind flow across the site and how it made them feel,
to geological surveys and topographical analyses that showed how the native species of the site
had evolved to adapt to some their micro-climate (Friedberg 2009:106; John-Alder 2012:57).
During the ecological study, Halprin came up with solutions to each challenge the landscape
presented him with. For example, during the winter it was observed that heavy rains and
overflowing streams ran from the hillsides and emptied into the ocean. Halprin addressed the
resulting concern of water runoff by calling for a reserve of half of the land to be left as open
(Friedberg 2009:107). The analysis even included the baffle effects of a variety of fence designs
that would allow for unobtrusive automobile access, so that driveways could be hidden behind
earthen berms and hedgerows (Friedberg 2009:107). He also augmented the planting of native
plant species: Bishop pine, Monterey pine, and redwood (Friedberg 2009:107). Among the data
that Halprin worked with were such observations as the following by Reynolds, that “Steady
wind ‘would be irritating if one were to sit out in it for some time,’ while a gentle curling eddy,
leeward of the hedgerow was ‘somewhat of a relief’” (John-Alder 2012:57).
Halprin used the data to create a series of wind flow diagrams, solar radiation charts, and
a timetable of climate needs as relate to human use, which he eventually translated into a spiral
diagram which he dubbed the Sea Ranch Ecoscore (John-Alder 2012:58). The ecoscore consists
of five interrelated timelines—Sea Climate, Vegetation, Animals, Sea Ranch Site Culture, and
Human Culture—that spiral outward from a point 2000 million years ago, through the present
and into an unknown future (Friedberg 2009; John-Alder 2012:70). Friedberg (2009:6) writes
that Halprin intended the diagram to illustrate the impact of man on the land at Sea Ranch in a
geological perspective. Starting at the center of the spiral, one can see the type of environmental
changes caused by climate, geologic, and human factors on the natural habitat, including sheep,
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game, redwoods, and insects. As Halprin points out in his own analysis of the score, human
occupancy in actual years at Sea Ranch is insignificant, but human impact reveals an “enormous
potential power to control and create” (Friedberg 2009:6). Halprin would go on to make other
ecoscores for subsequent projects, his objective being to explore how form emerged from an
assemblage of disparate parts (John-Alder 2012:67).
The visual effect of the ecoscore is that of a dynamic landscape that is constantly in
motion (John-Alder 2012:57). The resulting pattern never exactly replicates what went before.
John-Alder (2012:71) draws an analogy between the spiral motif, human action, and causality.
She cites philosopher and religious historian Mircea Eliade (1954, 89-92), who wrote in The
Myth of the Eternal Return that the spiral is an archetypal symbol representing the past as a
préfiguration of the future, suggesting that "no event is irreversible and no transformation final.”
“Within this context,” writes John-Alder (2012:71), “resource management becomes a revelatory
act capable of forging new insights into the conditions within which people live and develop.”
The Sea Ranch Ecoscore illustrates Halprin’s philosophy that acting ecologically meant that
humans needed to strengthen their connection to the natural world and its resources in order to
become beneficial to it, rather than exploiting it (John-Alder 2012:70).
Oceanic acted on Master Planner Lawrence Halprin’s recommendations for architects to
build the first few homes: Joseph Esherick, who would win accolades for the famous Hedgerow
Houses, and the young Berkeley firm of Moore Lyndon Turnbull Whitaker (MLTW), who would
also win awards for Condominium One, now on the National Register (McGuigan 2015). Their
intention was to build structures that looked like they were a part of the landscape, rather than an
intrusion upon it. Boeke wished Sea Ranch to be very different from the new, growing coastal
developments in Santa Cruz, Monterey, Carmel and Big Sur in California, where he noted that
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cars and people saturated these resorts "to the point of blight" (John-Alder 2012). The Sea
Ranch design was to be the polar opposite: it would limit automobile access and cluster homes to
preserve the character of the coastal landscape.
The Hedgerow Houses and Condominium One, Sea Ranch’s prototype buildings, now
reflect the essence of Sea Ranch architecture that has been emulated there and all over the world
(Friedberg 2009:109). Condominium One is a series of strong, clustered orthogonal forms with
redwood exteriors, left to weather like the old barns leftover from Sea Ranch’s sheep ranching
era, with sloped plank sod roofs help to deflect the wind and match the contours of the land. The
cluster design would ensure that each residence had uninterrupted views of the ocean across
communally owned land planted with native vegetation (John-Alder 2012). The homes also
maximized the amount of sun exposure they could receive, thereby providing a comfortable
outdoor sitting area that mitigated the cooling effects of the cool, damp climate. Interior spaces
were to be kept open to create as spacious an effect as possible (Friedberg 2009:109).
Called “mine-shaft modern” architecture by some critics due to its straight vertical siding
and Spartan construction, Boeke recalls many being concerned when they saw the Sea Ranch
structures going up. Boeke said that during construction the Castle and Cooke board was
perplexed by the direction the project was going. They said, “‘What in the world are you
building? Mine shafts, good heavens, we can’t have things like that’” (Wells 1973:8). Boeke
threatened to quit if the company disallowed the new architecture and the company relented. He
said that when the board members saw the buildings on the land months later they “gradually fell
in love with them,” telling Boeke that he had been “absolutely right” (Wells 1973:8).
Monterey cypresses planted as hedgerows during the sheep-ranching era were augmented
as they functioned as a natural wind barrier, and houses would be placed along them
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perpendicular to the coastline, allowing all of the houses to have a view of the ocean (Friedberg
2009:107). Lyndon and Alinder would later write about Sea Ranch that, “The placement of the
building sites was to be related to the shape of the land itself and the prospects that could be
gained from each position within it” (Lyndon and Alinder 2004:19). What emerged was a
distinctive style of architecture that was integrated with the landscape, with unobtrusive
weathered redwood siding and sloping roofs that mirrored the ground’s contours.
Sea Ranch Covenants
The work of Halprin, MLTW, and Esherick contributed heavily to creating the guidelines
that were later adopted as legal covenants within Sea Ranch’s homeowner’s association. These
guidelines are intended to prevent anything from standing out on the Sea Ranch landscape that
would mar the view of the pristine meadows and open spaces, to encourage uniformity in
appearance, and to preserve the ecological character of the development as originally intended by
Halprin and others. The guidelines include items such as the following:
Construction in natural materials, particularly wood; gable or shed roofs (no flat roofs);
no roof overhang (to avoid uplift by the winds); nonreflective metals for flashing, gutters,
and downspouts. In addition, all automobiles must be screened from sight by garages or
fenced courts. Any gardens—by ordinance prohibited from being formal or alien in
nature—themselves should be enclosed somewhat removed from the natural landscape
that provided the general matrix for the community’s development (TSRA 2018).
Further, new property owners are required to sign The Sea Ranch Declaration of Restrictions,
Covenants and Conditions (CC&Rs), which “indicates the original intent and guiding principle
of the developers” (TSRA 2013). Representative of the tone of the declaration is as follows:
It must be assumed that all owners of property within The Sea Ranch, by virtue of their
purchase of such property, are motivated by the character of the natural environment in
which their property is located, and accept, for and among themselves, the principle that
the development and use of The Sea Ranch must preserve that character for its present
and future enjoyment by other owners (TSRA 2013).
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These rigid directives are in keeping with Halprin’s wish to "avoid prettiness," to preserve the
natural landscape, and to ban non-native plants and suburban-style lawns, allowing for open
views of the sea across untouched common land for everyone to enjoy (Fieldberg 2009:111).
"The usual curvilinear 'cutesy-pie' subdivision plan is anathema," wrote Halprin, who was
inspired by the model of the kibbutz and a belief that the Sea Ranch should attract a diverse
socioeconomic group of residents (McGuigan 2015). The traditional symbols of suburban
subdivisions were to be absent at Sea Ranch—no white picket fences, no curbs or sidewalks.

The Sea Ranch of Today
The main aspirations of the eco-consumer ethos Halprin and his team of architects sought
to achieve—balance, pastoral preservation, landscape blending, and anti-elitism—were never
fully realized, which makes Sea Ranch an incomplete implementation of Halprin’s original
vision. Much of this is due to the unexpected political consequences of the same environmental
movement that Halprin embraced.
At the time of Sea Ranch’s inception, only 100 miles of California’s 1300 miles of
coastline was accessible to the public, and by 1969 the public tide, initially favoring Sea Ranch,
had turned against the proposed planned community, in spite of Oceanic’s offer to donate a
portion of the land to Sonoma County Regional Parks (Lyndon and Alinder 2004). People feared
it would block off public access and harm the environment. This public outcry contributed
heavily to the creation of the California Coastal Commission (CCC). The CCC is a semijudiciary state agency established by voter initiative. It works in partnership with local
governments to protect public access and recreation along the coast, terrestrial and marine
habitats, views of the coast and scenic coastal areas, and agricultural lands to name a few, by
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regulating proposed development in the Coastal Zone. The width of the Coastal Zone varies, but
it can extend up to five miles inland from the shoreline, and up to three miles out to sea. Today,
anyone considering development in the Coastal Zone is required to get a permit from the CCC.
The newly established California Coastal Commission imposed a moratorium on building at Sea
Ranch, and for ten years the development’s stakeholders were unable to build upon or sell their
land (Lyndon and Alinder 2004). By the time the moratorium was lifted in 1981 after a
protracted legal battle, Oceanic Properties had sold out, and many aspects of the original
ecologically sensitive model were made untenable by the restrictions imposed upon owners
(Halprin 2002).
Balance, pastoral preservation, and landscape blending were directly compromised by a
requirement the CCC imposed upon Sea Ranch to parcel out the land into single-home lots,
undermining the original open-space plan of building clusters of condominiums. The result is
what residents of The Sea Ranch refer to as the “Malibu Wall” at the north end of the property,
named for the shoulder-to-shoulder barrier of enormous homes that completely block the view of
the ocean from Hwy-1 (Diane Preece, personal communication 2015). Today, there are about
1,800 houses, and many of the newer ones barely adhere to the letter, much less the spirit, of the
covenants. Although all the houses are clad in gray wood, some are the faux light gray that
comes from paint, not time and weather, and many are large and ungainly (McGuin 2015).
Anti-elitism was compromised by the same requirement. Although the condominium
units were already more expensive than the average home in the 1960s, single-home lots were
even more expensive. Skyrocketing land values made buying lots unattainable for all but the
wealthy. Due to the high price of homes at Sea Ranch, homeowners are largely confined to the
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upper socio-economic echelons, despite Halprin’s hopes for a diverse demographic. The Sea
Ranch Association’s website describes an elite community of homeowners:
Those that have been able to make The Sea Ranch a full-time experience are authors,
artists, composers, as well as people in aviation, consulting and others who need not
occupy an urban office on a regular basis (Clark 2018).
This description correlates closely with Connerton’s (2009) rather condemnatory description of
“professional people in the media and arts” who see and misperceive the landscape
simultaneously, forgetting the labor process in the pursuit of romantic seclusion. However the
Sea Ranch community has not forgotten the labor process that in part created this landscape, and
Sea Ranch benefits from one or two of the qualities that often go hand-in-hand with the elite
especially among the older set—a value for education and the preservation of knowledge, and
time and resources to volunteer.
The Sea Ranch community is composed mostly of second-home owners, with a median
age of sixty-nine and about nine hundred permanent residents, the majority of houses being
second homes that are only occasionally occupied (Gregory 2015). In other words, the majority
of Sea Ranch residents are older, and in a higher income bracket. Many Sea Ranch homeowners
have been very successful in their careers and are highly educated, and many of them care deeply
about Sea Ranch’s history, especially as it relates to sheep ranching. Sea Ranch’s Historic
Places Committee has identified and in many cases worked to protect many of Sea Ranch’s
historic structures such as the barn-like Black Point hotel livery stables, and its Archives
Committee has worked hard to preserve historic primary and secondary sources about Sea
Ranch’s history. Thanks to the volunteer work of Sea Ranch homeowners, some structures from
Sea Ranch’s sheep ranching past have achieved federal or regional recognition, such as the 4.3
acre Knipp-Stengal Barn District which is on the National Register, and the Del Mar Ranch
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District, which is a Sonoma County Historic District (Gillette 1996). Other structures that have
been identified by the Historic Places Committee but are not under historic district status include
sheep sheds, hay barns, cabins, gravesites, and fences (Gillette 1996).
A positive result of the interference by the CCC was the creation of several corridors
owned and operated by Sonoma County Regional Parks that punctuate the Sea Ranch coastline.
Black Point Beach, Pebble Beach, Stengel Beach, Shell Beach, Walk-On Beach, and Salal Trail
are situated at regular intervals along the ten-mile Sea Ranch corridor of Highway 1, each with a
parking lot, toilets, and trails to the beach unobstructed by Sea Ranch properties. Another
concession to the CCC was Gualala Point Regional Park, a 103-acre reserve that offers camping,
day use and access to the Gualala River as well as the beach. For this reason, criticism of the
community’s exclusivity may be countered by the open nature of the Sea Ranch plan, which
assures all visitors equal access to the spectacular natural environment, as well as the seamless
integration of public beach access trails (Friedberg 2009:110).
Among Halprin’s legacies that survived at Sea Ranch is the legacy of dynamism. The
very nature of Halprin’s Sea Ranch Ecoscore suggests that the entire system at Sea Ranch is
dynamic and changing. Fieldberg (2009:111) argues that Halprin’s work and philosophy are part
of a postutopian movement that is more amenable to change than the modernist utopias
envisioned by previous generations of architects, where absolute perfection was sought. The
planted hedgerows and the sloped roofs on the buildings are examples of human adaptations
designed to tame the environment so that a balance can exist between the human population and
the land (Fieldberg 2009:111). Today, homeowners in the Sea Ranch Association, among whom
number architect Donlyn Lyndon, still hold democratic Halprin-style workshops about the future
of the place (McGuigan 2015). Until his death in 2009, Halprin (2002:17) continued to assert
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that the Sea Ranch "could become a place where nature and human habitation could intersect in
the kind of intense symbiosis that would allow people to become part of the ecosystem";
suggesting the community he had helped to create, like the dynamic flux of life, would always be
in the process of becoming (John-Alder 2012:73).

Sheep Ranch Legacy
Barn-Inspired Architecture
Sea Ranch’s architects were inspired by the weathered barns and outbuildings leftover
from its sheep ranching past. The use of the word “barn” is significant. Barns, by definition, are
agricultural in nature, used to house farm animals and equipment (Mirriam-Webster 2018).
Barns were constructed on the Sea Ranch landscape for the purpose of keeping sheep prior to the
sale of the property to Oceanic, and in 1964 when the property became Sea Ranch at least one
was still standing—namely, the Knipp-Stengel Barn or White Barn. Other standing weathered
buildings that are not barns include the cottage and well house in what is now the Del Mar Ranch
Historic District, built between 1898 and 1905, and Black Point Hotel’s livery stable, built
around 1880.
Documentary evidence of the influence of Sea Ranch’s “barns” can be found on the
forms that nominated Condominium One and the White Barn to the National Register of Historic
Places (Berlogar 1987; Carlson 2005). Condominium One, a seminal Sea Ranch structure
designed by MTLW between 1963 and 1964 and constructed in 1965, is described on the form as
being,
…on the short list of the most significant landmarks of post-war American architecture.
David Gebhard called it "the California architectural monument of the 1960s. Inspired by
the weathered woodframe barns of the region, Condominium 1 was hugely influential in
demonstrating how to build in harmony with the landscape by borrowing from local
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vernacular forms and native materials. Revolutionary in design and widely imitated, it
helped redirect the course of contemporary design. The condominium was immediately
recognized as the latest standard-bearer in the long history of the California Bay Region
style (Carlson 2005:8[1]).
The influence of sheep-ranch-era barns on the design of Condominium One, and architecture
generally at Sea Ranch, is emphasized in the NRHP nomination form. Referring more generally
to structures at Sea Ranch as an example of “architectural regionalism” is the following passage:
The shapes of the buildings at Sea Ranch were influenced by local constraints such as
topography and climate. Their post-and-beam construction and redwood siding made
them look more like barns than ranches, an intentional and explicit reference to northern
California building traditions. Sea Ranch, then, was an accomplished example of
architectural regionalism (Carlson 2005: 8[4]).
In this sense, “architectural regionalism” designates the region in question as having an
agricultural character, since the forms borrowed from are “barns.” Even the interior arcade of
Condominium One resembled a barn, as is evidenced in the following quote: “The interior of the
timber cage was left rough and unpainted as a great barnlike space...(Carlson 2005:7[3]).
Turnbull, reminiscing about the design of Condominium One, reinforces that the design
of the structure was inspired by the “barns” leftover from Sea Ranch’s sheep ranching period.
He described Condominium One in the following way:
Anyway, the secret of that building's success for me was the magic of the site— that it
was a fantastic opportunity. Then, it was pioneering: there wasn't anything like it; there
was no precedent. Well, in one way there was a lot of precedent—barns. Indigenous nonarchitect architecture, stuff we all liked (Sexton et al. 1995:9).
Other award-winning seminal structures at Sea Ranch were influenced by barns. William
Turnbull designed seventeen structures between 1967 and 1972 that were all examples of a type
known in architectural circles as the “Binker Barn form,” called Unit 17. They won the AIA
Sunset Western Homes Award, as well as the Architectural Record Award.
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Figure 5.1: Unit 17.
Another house, the Barnacle Barn House, was designed in 1968 by Moore and Turnbull, and also
won the AIA Sunset Western Homes Award and the Architectural Record Award. Like Unit 17,
the Barnacle Barn House exemplifies the “Binker Barn” typology, a barnlike architectural style.
Similarities to an actual barn also exist inside the house, with features such as lofts.
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Figure 5.2: Barnacle Barn House.
Sea Ranch’s sheep ranching past has had an enormous influence on the design and
architecture of Sea Ranch. At least one actual barn, and a number of barn-like structures left
standing when the property changed hands in 1964, conveyed a bucolic character to Sea Ranch’s
original designers that they translated into a unique type of “architectural regionalism.” This
influence does not stop at Sea Ranch’s architecture, but extends to the Sea Ranch community,
who value and commemorate Sea Ranch’s sheep ranching heritage. Examples of how the sheep
ranching past has been commemorated is evident in the properties that the Sea Ranch
Association has nominated for historic property status at a regional and national level.

Commemorating the Sheep-Ranching Past
The 4.38 acre Knipp-Stengel Ranch District was designated a Sonoma County historical
landmark by action of the Sonoma County Board of Supervisors in 1983, and listed on the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) in 1987 as the result of an effort led by community
historians Susan Clark and Jan Strand. Sea Ranch residents known within Sea Ranch as
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“barnies” contributed to the restoration of the Knipp-Stengel Ranch barn, or the White Barn as it
is known to residents, between 1985 and 1998. Probably built around 1880 as a dairy barn, the
White Barn today is used for many kinds of assemblies for the community (Clark). Based on an
examination of the barn’s structural elements, Clark and Strand (1985:8[2]) surmised that the
White Barn and another structure in the Knipp-Stengel Ranch District may have been
constructed out of timbers from a single earlier barn. The White Barn is memorialized in the
form of a street named after it in Sea Ranch.
Two other historic structures, a gable-roofed cottage built in 1905 and an associated well
house built in 1898, were designated a Sonoma County Historic Landmark in 1996 as a result of
efforts by The Sea Ranch community. These two buildings are leftover from the property’s
sheep ranching period.

Figure 5.3: The Knipp-Stengel Barn, or “White Barn.”
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Emphasizing once more the importance of the sheep ranching heritage in Sea Ranch’s
identity, Clark and Strand (1987: 8[5]) describe how the Sea Ranch’s logo emanates directly
from that heritage:
The sheep which had grazed on the meadows and had been tended for in the old Dairy
Barn were memorialized in the Sea Ranch logo—a ram's horns circling around two
seashells.
The “old Dairy Barn” refers to the Knipp-Stengel Barn.

The ram horned Sea Ranch logo is

printed on all of Sea Ranch’s official publications and displayed prominently on the Sea Ranch
Lodge, the site of Black Point.

Figure 5.4: The Sea Ranch logo.

The “barns” described by Turnbull as influencing the design of Sea Ranch were not all as
they appeared. In at least one case, a weathered structure assumed to be a barn was in fact a
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building leftover from Sea Ranch’s industrial logging past. This was the hotel livery stables at
the town of Black Point, frequently misidentified as a barn in literature about Sea Ranch. The
significance of this for collective memory at Sea Ranch will be discussed in Chapter 6.

The Sea Ranch Connection to Landscape
A Shift in the Maritime Cultural Landscape
When Walter Frick introduced sheep at Sea Ranch in 1921, shipping from Black Point
had ceased and the town was deserted. The Ohlson family inherited Frick’s legacy of sheepraising when they purchased the property in 1941. Schooner traffic diminished until it ceased
entirely, severing a connection to cities in the San Francisco Bay Area long relied upon by sea.
In 1925 the earliest version of coast highway 1 was paved for automobile traffic to connect the
area with San Francisco once more, but even after it was paved the road frequently washed out
rendering it unreliable, an occurrence that still happens today during rainy winters (Clark 1990).
According to Edward Ohlson, Sea Ranch was very quiet during his tenure on the property before
Oceanic purchased it: “In ’41 there were five cars a day that passed here…we knew everybody
that was going by” (Wells 1974:13).
In contrast to prior uses of the Black Point area, the sea was no longer being used. The
maritime cultural landscape became land-based, where individuals viewed the sea from land
without using it, for the first time. Maritime cultural landscape scholar Ilves (Ilves 2004:165)
writes that a person who enjoys the view of the sea without “using” the sea gives the sea a
cultural relevance that is often underestimated. People experience Sea Ranch standing on land
looking out to sea, almost exclusively. The nature of this maritime cultural landscape had shifted
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However the importance of the sea has not diminished, as it is the sea that gives this place its
character, its attraction to visitors and residents, and its real-estate value.

Isolation and Alienation from Rural Ranching Community
Many writers characterize Sea Ranch in terms of remoteness and isolation. According to
one writer, Sea Ranch is, “an acquired taste, one best suited to those inclined toward leisurely
strolls and reading books in absolute silence” (Gregory 2015). Sea Ranch resident Susan Clark
(1990) wrote her Master’s thesis on the history of the Sea Ranch property. Her work has become
the basis for much of Sea Ranch’s interpretation materials, both on the Sea Ranch website and in
their publications. Clark (1990:3) studied the ways in which the distance between Sea Ranch
and metropolitan areas “traditionally has constrained social development because of the arduous
journey either overland or by sea.” Clark (1990:218) argues, “The geographical location of Del
Mar which has nurtured economic development has severely limited social development.” Clark
(1990:226) polled Sea Ranch residents to find out what quality they liked most about Sea Ranch,
and found that out of twenty choices, the greatest number chose “Solitude, isolation, seclusion,
privacy, quiet.” Emphasizing the isolation of Sea Ranch, she describes Sea Ranchers in the
following way:
Today's Sea Ranchers, who have chosen to leave their families, friends and businesses in
more urban areas, have formed a remote community that is bonded together by a passion
for solitude, privacy, quiet and a commitment to live lightly on the land (Clark 1990:v).
Clark describes a self-selecting, self-reliant community of people who have sought out the
remoteness and natural beauty of Sea Ranch deliberately. She writes, “No one grew up here and
simply decided to stay” (Clark 1990:226). Instead, “Sea Ranchers” sought out this remote and
beautiful place.
In contrast, previous communities experienced interconnectedness in this place. The
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Kashaya Pomo had elaborate trail networks that connected them with other villages and other
tribes. Travel routes were part of the infrastructure of the ancestral Kashaya landscape. The
annual cycle of movement from inland villages to coastal villages, which was an important
part of gathering and processing food sources, depended on travel routes. The logging
camps and doghole port towns like Black Point that existed on this section of coast depended on
a strong connection to the lumber markets in San Francisco. Schooner traffic kept Black Point
connected to more cosmopolitan areas during the town’s tenure from 1876 to 1917, when
families moved to this future-oriented up-and-coming location. Even Walter Frick and the
Ohlson brothers, who ran sheep on the property after Black Point was abandoned, relied on the
windy overland route to larger towns in order to profit from their agricultural work, as did the
surrounding ranchers in this rural area.
Prior to Oceanic’s claim on the Sea Ranch property, it was just another sheep ranch in a
rural part of country along Highway 1. When the property became Sea Ranch, its ties to the rural
ranching community were severed. Oceanic Properties agent Al Boeke recalled that in order to
“keep the peace on the coast and have friends,” Edward Ohlson had been allowing local people
to climb the property fences and hunt abalone by the “truckload,” and “as many deer as they
could find” (Wells 1973:7). This is a practice that would have been in keeping with a sense of
community among local ranchers. Oceanic inherited that situation, and in the first few years of
their occupation at Sea Ranch they encountered a lot of ill will among people who had, in
Boeke’s words, been “ripping off the land and the animal life here” and were angry about being
prevented from continuing to do so by the new owners (Wells 1973:7). This situation illustrates
one way in which the new environmental attitudes that came hand in hand with Sea Ranch of the
1960s served to sever the place from its surrounding community of rural ranchers.
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Boeke recalls “a number of North coasters” as telling him, over the years after the
structures were built, that they were very worried when they saw the structures go up (Wells
1973:8). Boeke remembers this detail in the context of these same local people telling him that,
“Now that is all there it looks just fine” (Wells 1973:8). Even if local rural attitudes towards Sea
Ranch warmed over time, there is still much to that suggest that at least initially, Sea Ranch was
alienated from the rural ranching community because its values, and the maritime cultural
landscape it represented, was so very different from theirs.

Summary
Exploited first by the Kashaya Pomo for subsistence resources, then by entrepreneurs
who logged the area and shipped timber products to San Francisco by schooner in the nineteenth
century, the Sea Ranch property was used as a sheep ranch from the early twentieth century until
1964, when it was intensively grazed for agricultural purposes. With the transfer of the property
in 1964, Sea Ranch became a symbol of the environmental movement and a landscape of leisure
at the same time. Evidence of the working landscape in the form of “barns” became inspiration
for Sea Ranch’s award-winning seminal architecture, and the sheep-ranching heritage of the
place is commemorated on the Sea Ranch landscape. The history of the Kashaya Pomo at
Qowíšal and other village sites within the property’s boundaries, as well as the industrial logging
community of Black Point, were eclipsed on the landscape by Sea Ranch’s sheep-ranching
legacy. The viewer of this maritime cultural landscape no longer saw the sea as a hunting and
gathering ground, or a transportation corridor that connected the area with San Francisco, but as
an aesthetic element to be enjoyed for sheer pleasure, representing a shift in the maritime cultural
landscape. Sea Ranch residents of today value the remoteness and isolation they find there, in
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contrast to previous communities who viewed themselves as being fundamentally connected to
neighboring towns and people.
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CHAPTER 6
FORGETTING AND COLLECTIVE MEMORY AT SEA RANCH

At Black Point, there are several competing histories that give different identities to the
same physical landscape: the Kashaya cultural landscape, the industrial logging landscape, the
sheep ranching landscape, and the Sea Ranch landscape. All are maritime cultural landscapes
defined by different collective memories, and aspects of each are represented physically upon the
landscape in layers, but only some of them are part of the Sea Ranch collective memory.
Memory studies contribute to an understanding of how the same landscape can be
perceived differently from one individual to another, Connerton (2009:50) writes that,
Whenever we talk about places, what is at issue, whether we acknowledge it or not, are
competing versions of the histories in the process of which the present of those places
came into being. Whenever we speak about the identity of a place, therefore, we run the
danger of imputing to that place a false ‘essence’, by abstracting it from the history of the
place itself.
In a sense, the formation of a new collective memory at the Sea Ranch has resulted in its bearing
a “false ‘essence’,” because the collective memory does not include the Kashaya past or the
industrial logging past.
Is Sea Ranch a romantic retreat from city life, or is it a place created and sustained by the
labor process, where countless generations of people have made their living? In fact, it is all of
these, which is why a new approach to interpreting Sea Ranch, informed by environmental
history and historical archaeology, is needed.
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Forgetting Qowíšal
Events prior to the acquisition of the Sea Ranch land by German ranchers in the 1850s,
and their interactions with the Kashaya Pomo, are not well documented, despite extensive
research existing on the area’s white inhabitants. Nothing scholarly has been published about the
area’s indigenous cultural resources, and no archaeological excavations have been conducted
there.
At Sea Ranch, while the community prides itself on identifying and in some cases
preserving historic-period sites and structures, little attention is given to prehistoric inhabitants in
the area. The extent of information about indigenous residents of Sea Ranch presented in various
historical booklets published by The Sea Ranch Association is that the land was once used as a
seasonal hunting and camping ground by the Pomo peoples. The body of work most frequently
cited by Sea Ranch historians, Susan Clark’s 1990 Sonoma State University Master’s thesis and
various adaptations thereof, mentions the Kashaya Pomo only once, in reference to a sensational
anecdote involving alcohol and murder.
Official versions of Sea Ranch history tend to downplay the presence of Native
Americans in the area, casting them in the light of vanished inhabitants from long ago. A widely
circulated timeline of Sea Ranch chronology, published in the Sea Ranch Soundings and also
written by Susan Clark, begins with an item that reads, “Long before the 1800s groups of Pomo
Indians used these lands for food gathering and seasonal encampments” (Berlogar 1985).
According to other sources not affiliated with Sea Ranch, however, it was not until the 1850s that
the area’s Pomo Indians were “rounded up” and sent to the Mendocino Indian reservation, with
the exception of those who were able to escape into nearby ranches and live as laborers (White-
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Parks 1980:11). The rest of the official Sea Ranch publications of their history, while they
mention the early presence of the Pomo Indians in the light of ecologically-minded predecessors,
omit any mention of when they left the area and under what circumstances (Dillon 1965;
Lindstrom 2014). Furthermore, the impression that visitors and perhaps even many locals have
is that the indigenous people who once populated this area are gone. In reality, the Kashaya have
a reservation just up the hill from Sea Ranch, at Stewarts Point Rancheria; they are very much
alive and present. However, there is no relationship between their tribe and TSRA, which means
they no longer have the use of their ancestral land.

Forgetting Black Point: “The Black Point Barn”
The fact that the only remaining structure from the Black Point community, the hotel’s
livery stables, is identified as a “barn” pervasively in Sea Ranch literature, interpretation
materials, and even NRHP nomination forms, with no mention of its original function or the
industrial nature of the town that it served, tells us much about the sheep ranching influence on
collective memory at Sea Ranch. For example, a NRHP nomination form for Condominium One
states:
The building's large redwood-board siding enhances the forms in a way that echoes the
surfaces of a much earlier small barn downhill and a little north, where once a small, late
19th century settlement stood (Carlson 2005: 7[1]).
Condominium One is located very near the town site of Black Point, and this is the settlement to
which Carlson refers. Carlson, who prepared the form on behalf of The Sea Ranch Association,
is describing Black Point Hotel’s livery stables. She briefly describes Black Point, adding, “ But,
sixty years later, all that was left was a nicely weathered small barn north of the site. The
simplicity and appropriateness of the barn inspired, in large part, the design [of Condominium
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One]” (Carlson 2005:7[5]). While acknowledging the presence and purpose of the town site of
Black Point, the description of the hotel livery stables as a “barn” gives it an agricultural, bucolic
character that it does not inherently possess.
The conflation of the Black Point Hotel livery stable and thereby Sea Ranch’s logging
past, with Sea Ranch’s sheep-ranching past, is evident in the following passage from another
NRHP nomination form, this one for the Knipp-Stengel Ranch Barn or White Barn:
Its simple design, like that of Black Point Barn a few miles to the south, became one of
the prototypes for the unadorned Sea Ranch buildings. Sea Ranchers had no intention of
turning their backs on their common heritage—a place with strong ranching and farming
traditions (Berlogar and Strand 1987:8[5]).
Here, Susan Clark and Janan Strand, representing the Sea Ranch Association, call Black Point
Hotel’s livery stable the “Black Point Barn.”
Again, on the historical background section of Sea Ranch’s website, the Black Point
Hotel livery stable is again misidentified as a “barn”: “The barn at Black Point, the seasonal
blooming of calla lilies, and bits of glass in the ground provide the last evidence of the landing
and settlement that once thrived at Bihler's Landing” (Clark 2018).
In the NRHP nomination form for the Knipp and Stengel barn, the livery stables are
described in conjunction with a description of the “three barns still remaining on Sea Ranch”:
NOTE: There are three barns still remaining on Sea Ranch: The Stable - the largest, in
good condition, and in continuous use for approximately 100 years. The Hay Barn located near the present stable building; currently used for hay storage. The Black Point
Barn - also listed on the Western Sonoma County Historic Resources Survey, just west of
Sea Ranch Lodge, about four miles south. It has been stabilized, has a dirt floor, and is
unused (Berlogar and Strand:7[5])
It is referred to later in the form as a barn when the authors suggest that it and the Knipp and
Stengel barn were constructed out of materials that made up a single earlier barn:
An examination of the hand-hewn timbers in the Knipp and Stengel Ranch Barn (#1) and
the Machine Shop (#2) between it and the ocean reveals that both structures, and possibly
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the barn at Black Point, were possibly constructed of timbers originally used in one large
earlier barn (Berlogar and Strand 1987:8[2]).
Bieling (1997) referred to the livery stable as a “barn,” arguing that it should be preserved
because it is an important part of the Sea Ranch image. “This barn is the only obvious remaining
example of the inspiration of the Sea Ranch style of architecture on the Sea Ranch property. It is
part of the panoramic view out the window of the Sea Ranch Lodge” (Bieling 1997). Bieling
wrote that if corrective measures were not taken soon, “…the entire roof will fall in and this
important influence on a worldwide style of architecture will be lost.” This may have influenced
the Lodge owner’s decision to reinforce the building, to prevent it from deteriorating further, as
it has obviously been reinforced. The Lodge has since changed hands, and the current owner is
not as interested in preserving these structures, which are once again in danger of deterioration
from neglect (Peter Jenny, personal communication, January 23 2018).
The structure looks like a barn architecturally, and the Ohlson family used it to shelter
their sheep subsequent to Black Point’s demise (Wells 1974). Consequently, the building is in
keeping with a bucolic retelling of Sea Ranch’s past, which is capitalized upon by the Sea Ranch
Lodge, whose website features the structure in almost every frame of its homepage’s slideshow,
despite offering no information about it.

Commemorating Natural Beauty
At the forefront of collective memory at Sea Ranch is the natural beauty in which the
buildings are set. Everything about Sea Ranch, from its layout to the directives imposed upon
homeowners, prioritizes showcasing the open meadows and the sea. Evidence of the work that
went into forming the landscape is invisible—the stumps from trees that have been cleared away
are gone, traces of the long Kashaya Pomo occupation of the land are all but invisible, and only a
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few structures from Sea Ranch’s sheep ranching past have been purposefully preserved.
Connerton (2009:48) writes that “outsiders” see and misperceive the land simultaneously when
they forget the labor process that shaped the land, instead reading the land as a place suffused
with romantic associations with “nature,” a “site of withdrawal from their professional worlds
where they can earn the incomes which enable them to retreat to sites of seclusion,” while the
local people view the land as a place where they make their living. The resource to be exploited
now at Sea Ranch is no longer lumber or grass, but the area’s natural beauty. Sea Ranch Escape
points this out this on their website, where they observe:
As in the early years, the area is drawn upon as a resource for many of the needs of the
Bay Area population. Now, instead of beef, hides, lumber, and the illegal imports from
Canada and Mexico, the resource is escape from the urban and suburban life, if only for
an occasional weekend. This resource is the natural beauty of this coastline, the abundant
wildlife, the many species of wildflowers, the sealife, the redwoods, and many, many
other facets (SRE 2012).
It is this resource, natural beauty, which is displayed and interpreted the most for visitors.
It is natural beauty that is memorialized significantly in street names, and natural beauty that is
highlighted for visitors on interpretive trails as well as vacation rental websites like Sea Ranch
Escape.
As mentioned previously, Westerdahl’s (1992) concept of the cognitive landscape can be
understood in part by ascertaining an area’s place names, such as street names, which serve as
reminders or commemorative memorials. Street names at Sea Ranch are dominated by nautical
terminology. The nautical terms “Reach” or “Close” are frequently used in lieu of “Road” or
“Drive,” causing street names that would otherwise have no reference to the navigation of the
sea, such as “Green Vale Close” or “Wild Moor Reach,” to convey a nautical impression. The
following analysis disregards the street name suffix, focusing instead on the first part of the street
name.
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About a third of Sea Ranch’s street names exclusively commemorate the navigation of
the sea, such as “Spyglass Lane,” “Sounding,” and “Upper Crowes Nest.” Out of one hundred
and fifty-four street names at Sea Ranch, not including Highway 1 or Annapolis Road, only three
refer directly to the area’s logging industry: Lumberjack Close, Timber Ridge Road, and Timber
Close. Thirteen others refer to various types of trees, however whether they may be included in
this category is debatable as they also serve to celebrate the natural beauty of the trees in the
area. Eleven are named for other types of plants, and twenty-one are named for animals. Only
two refer to Native Americans, one of which, Klamath Way, refers to a merchant vessel named
after a tribe in Oregon that wrecked along the Sea Ranch coast in 1921 (Lindstrom 2014). The
other is Indian Close, the most general term for Native Americans.
Despite the infusion of sheep ranching ambience at Sea Ranch, only three street names
referenced the area’s ranching past: Shepherd’s Close, Drover’s Close, and White Barn. The
latter refers to another preserved historic structure at the Sea Ranch that has been restored by the
Sea Ranch community and placed on the National Register, the Knipp-Stengel Ranch barn.
While Sea Ranch’s ranching past is nearly absent in its place name memorials, it is very much
present on the landscape in the form of weathered buildings that resemble barns, whether or not
they were intended to be barns.
All other street names are ocean-related, named for general natural features such as wind
and meadows, or contain proper names. About two thirds of Sea Ranch’s street names
commemorate natural beauty, when that category includes the names of plants, animals, trees,
and names referring to the beauty or nature of the sea as opposed to navigation thereof. About
half of street names at Sea Ranch are marine-related.
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Street names at Sea Ranch underrepresent the working past at Sea Ranch, while natural
beauty and the sea that this place is named for are heavily commemorated. In this cultural
landscape, the sea itself is perceived as part of the natural beauty of this place, as opposed to a
more utilitarian corridor as it was to the Kashaya Pomo and the residents of Black Point, who
used the sea as opposed to viewing it exclusively for enjoyment.

Interpretation of the Black Point- Qowíšal Landscape
At Sea Ranch Lodge
There is very little interpretation of Black Point at the site of the town, and none of
Qowíšal. At Sea Ranch Lodge, the gateway to Sea Ranch, there are no historical displays
whatever except an enlarged copy of Richard Dillon’s (1965) Story of the Sea Ranch for visitors
standing in the lobby to flip through. Dillon’s engaging history of Sea Ranch conflates the town
of Black Point with the town of Fisherman’s Cove at what is today Stewart’s Point, giving
incorrect information about Black Point and rendering it at best an unreliable interpretive source.
The book is not for sale at the gift shop. Outside, the trail that meanders through the town site
features wooden posts, with numbers that correspond to a self-guided tour—about wildflowers.
On the map of the self-guided tour, the livery stable structure is notated as a “barn.”
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Figure 5.1: Black Point Settlement Commemorative Marker.

At the end of the point of Bihler’s Landing, there is a redwood post with a small plaque
placed there in 2014 by the Sea Ranch Association, reading:
1-25
Black Point Settlement
1875-1917
Black Point was a community that developed around William Bihler’s landing, which
was located on this bluff. After he became involved in the lumber business, Bihler built
the landing for loading his timber products. The standing barn was the livery stable for
the Black Point Hotel. The small structure may have been a sheepherder’s cabin, but was
not connected to the early settlement.
This informational post is a testament to the care many Sea Ranch homeowners have for the
history of their environment, as witnessed by the diligence of its Historic Places Committee and
its Archives Committee. It is one of a series of nine, paid for the Sonoma County Landmarks
Commission, the Sea Ranch Foundation, and Sea Ranch homeowners, which identify “sites of
historical significance.” Each displays a smartphone code that corresponds to the appropriate
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section in Lindstrom’s (2014) historical brochure, an impressively technologically savvy feature.
Unfortunately for those unfamiliar with this aspect of smartphone technology, that brochure is
not available at the Sea Ranch Lodge, and the receptionists there on the days I visited did not
know anything about the post. Copies of the brochure can be obtained from the Archives
Committee, an office that is only open by appointment, or the Sea Ranch Association office, off
the main track on Annapolis Road with no signage to indicate its existence to the casual tourist
(TSRA 2018).
These historical marker posts are “In recognition of the complex and varied history of
this unique and beautiful place…the sites represent what was going on at that specific location
during the second half of the 19th century through the first half of the 20th” (TSRA 2018). The
one at Black Point is certainly unobtrusive and in keeping with Sea Ranch’s style, and it
disambiguates the original purpose of the livery stable or “barn.” However, it is located at the tip
of the bluff, quite far from the lodge, so unless visitors are up for walking all the way out there,
they would not be aware of the town’s existence at all.
At Black Point Beach
Nearby, at the trailhead to Sonoma County Regional Park’s Black Point Beach, the
parking lot’s bulletin board has no information about or reference to its namesake, nor to the
Kashaya Pomo ancestral landscape at this place. Instead, Sonoma County Regional Parks
provides basic information about safety at the beach, lyme disease, poison oak, rules to follow
while on parks property, and how to behave when encountering marine mammals.
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Figure 5.2: Sonoma County Regional Parks Black Point Beach Bulletin Board

A Halprinian Approach to Interpreting Black Point
Halprin would approve of the ways in which environmental historians try to foster
diversity and highlight ecology in their retelling of history (Limerick 1991). Halprin’s
background was in Bauhaus, which was founded on the idea of creating a total work of art or
gesamtkunstwerk, in which all arts could be brought together in a kind of Gestalt whole (Hirsch
2014; John-Alder 2012). Halprin’s “ecoscore” represents the changing role an organism plays
within a continually changing environment, and its relationship to all other organisms in that
environment (Halprin 2002). The complexity offered by a new western historical approach to
interpreting Sea Ranch would appeal to Halprin’s desire to consider all organisms and their
relationship to one another and the land.
Patricia Limerick (1991:86) wrote that new western historians must let go of the
traditional model of “progress” and “improvement,” facing instead the possibility that some
actions taken by white Americans in the West led to failure and injury, not to make white
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Americans look bad, but to reveal the humanity in the western past. They boldly use words like
invasion, conquest, colonization, and exploitation in their narratives, and explain how many
types of people converged in the region, and how they interacted with each other and with their
natural environment. While they try to acknowledge different points of view, they believe it is
“OK for scholars to care about their subjects, both in the past and the present, and to put that
concern on record (Limerick 1991:87). Similarly, Flatman (2003), continuing in the vein of
Westerdahl, advocates for more complex interpretations of maritime cultural landscapes,
utilizing class, race and engendered perceptions of social interaction, and different perspectives
on the seascape. In fact, historians find that the public is craving more intricate histories of the
west that include marginalized voices and critical evaluation (Weisiger’s 2011).
Yi-Fu Tuan (2003) argued that the visual elements of landscape become interwoven with
people’s values to create a unique personal experience, and that knowing oneself through the
past may lead to fundamentalism, which tends to separate groups. A historical ecological
interpretation of the past at Sea Ranch could create a new regional identity that is more inclusive
and open to diversity (Worster 1991:25). Like Halprin’s ecoscore, the American West is
continually evolving into the present, and looking at Sea Ranch’s history as part of an ongoing
history of comparative conquests will help “knit the fragmented history of the planet back
together” (Limerick 1987:26). A more complex interpretation of Sea Ranch’s past, disseminated
to residents and displayed in appropriate places, might benefit the Sea Ranch community,
balancing insularism found there as reported by outsiders [need source for this]. The insular
attitude often encountered at Sea Ranch may be in part due to their shared understanding of, and
pride in, the Sea Ranch’s official interpretation of its past, which in turn is the version told by its
most recent white settlers.
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Watt’s (2011) strategy of allowing multiple stories to exist would be appropriate for Sea
Ranch. Instead of relying on only one “right” narrative to explain Sea Ranch’s history, a
complete history could include the way in which the sheep ranching past has been passively and
in some cases actively retained, as well as acknowledging the existence of the Kashaya Pomo
nearby and their ancient relationship with the land, in order to educate visitors and staff about the
diverse ecological and human histories of Sea Ranch. The application of new western history to
the interpretation of The Sea Ranch would offer a more complex narrative of its history and the
many cross-cultural interactions that must have taken place there.
The Sea Ranch Lodge would be the logical location for interpretive materials about Black
Point to be displayed, because it is located at the site of the historic mining town and the ancient
Kashaya Pomo village of Qowíšal. The Lodge is the gateway to Sea Ranch for visitors from San
Francisco, and it is open to the public as a restaurant and hotel. Its large lobby currently contains
exclusively artwork, and there is plenty of room for an interpretive sign about the site’s history.
The Sea Ranch Association does not own the Lodge, so it would need to be approached
separately about the possibility of including interpretive materials or an interpretive display, in
addition to the Sea Ranch history book by Richard Dillon (1965) that is already available for
perusal. Additionally, the bulletin board at the parking lot of Black Point Beach would be an
appropriate place for interpretive materials about its namesake to be displayed.

Directions for Future Research
This thesis generates a number of questions that were beyond its scope that invite
future research:
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•

Given how much of Halprin’s design was not implemented at Sea Ranch, the
development is in some ways a failed implementation of Halprin’s vision. A study of
what can be concluded about the aspects of his design that did survive versus those
that were lost along the way, and what effect those missing pieces of his design have
on the landscape and the residents’ relationship to it, is a fascinating question that
was beyond the scope of this thesis.

•

The danger of sea level rise and erosion is present at Black Point, as it is on coastlines
everywhere. Nowhere is this more evident than when reading cultural resource reports in
which resources are described as “eroding down the slope,” as they are at the Bihler
Landing Site, P-49-002546, and others (Bieling 1997). As mentioned previously, some
scientists predict that the Sonoma County coastline will experience up to 190 m of cliff
erosion and up to 320 m of dune erosion by the year 2100, slightly more than the average
for the California coastline. Already, the trail at Walk-On Beach within Sea Ranch has
collapsed due to erosion, and the nearby community of Gleason Beach has experienced
the majority of its houses tumble into the sea. Yet California does not yet have an
inventory of structures that are susceptible to damage from coastal erosion and flooding.
Creating such an inventory would be a direction for future research at Sea Ranch, where
many homes are perched on coastal bluffs, including National Register-listed
Condominium One.

•

Creating a plan at Sea Ranch to protect structures from sea level rise and erosion that is in
keeping with Halprin’s original intentions is another direction for future research. The
concept of change and flow was integral to how Halprin understood landscape,
incorporating as he did biological factors into his designs. The Sea Ranch Ecoscore,
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which illustrates Halprin’s philosophy that acting ecologically meant that humans needed
to strengthen their connection to the constantly changing natural world, suggests that
Halprin would have adapted Sea Ranch to erosion. Countries outside of the United States
where erosion is proceeding at a faster rate and more has been done about it out of
necessity may offer alternative strategies used for protection. Examples of this include
partnerships with local universities or parks and recreation departments to facilitate
volunteer programs for stewardship. Another aspect of this direction is whether or not
local stakeholders such as property owners, descendants of former inhabitants, and the
Kashaya, who have ancestral ties to this land, have a preference about which strategy
should be used. To answer this question interviews would need to be conducted in order
to learn their opinions on this matter, in order to formulate a protection plan that is
acceptable to all the stakeholders.
•

The town site of Black Point has never been surveyed; identifying its boundaries as well
as the remains of any building sites is a direction for future research. Located as it is at
the edge of a coastal bluff, with elements of Bihler’s Landing already eroding into the
sea, the sooner such a survey is conducted the better. Additionally, comparing the road
layout of various nearby doghole port towns with those of Black Point could shed light
on how transportation was conducted during Black Point’s occupation and how it has
changed over the years.

•

There is a possibility that the Black Point hotel livery stable was constructed from beams
belonging to a ship or ships--certainly it was constructed from timbers from other
structures. A maritime historian could be brought to the site to inspect the livery stable
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timbers. This would introduce yet another layer to this heavily layered cultural
landscape.

Conclusion
The Sea Ranch landscape of today is very much Halprin’s landscape. Books and articles
about Sea Ranch are dominated by how Halprin and his team of visionary architects and
landscape planners formed the Sea Ranch Landscape (John-Alder 2012; Lyndon 2009; Lyndon
and Alinder 2004). Halprin’s (2002) words about Sea Ranch are quoted everywhere, such as
when he called this section of coastline, “an austere, windswept, and often foggy landscape of
great power of presence with a character that would demand very special and unique solutions to
make it viable for human occupation.” Yet this landscape was successfully occupied for
thousands of years before Halprin ever laid eyes on it, first by the Kashaya Pomo who made their
villages there, then by loggers who built a cosmopolitan town based around transportation to and
from San Francisco, which lasted for forty years—almost as long as the Sea Ranch has existed.
However the Sea Ranch landscape has been manipulated in such a way that its industrial logging
past and its Kashaya Pomo past are nowhere to be seen; effectively, they have been forgotten in
favor of a new collective memory.
Like Bender’s (1993) Stonehenge, the Sea Ranch landscape is constantly being
renegotiated, and The Sea Ranch Association and the owners of the Sea Ranch Lodge currently
have the dominant say in how the landscape is interpreted or presented. Modes of editing
memory at Sea Ranch include commemorating natural beauty and the sheep ranching past in the
form of street names and preserved structures, and the absence of similar reminders, or
memorials, of the logging past and the Kashaya presence. Very few standing structures remain
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from Sea Ranch’s industrial past, and those which remain at Black Point are interpreted as being
pastoral in nature even when they are not, like the one referred to in interpretation materials as a
“barn,” despite its original function as the livery stables for Black Point’s hotel. Can it be a
coincidence that the only remaining structure from the logging town of Black Point resembles,
and was later used as, a barn? Through the architecture, the memorials, the interpretation, and
the treatment of the structures at Black Point, we begin to see that at Sea Ranch, a place with
many histories, the pastoral past is the story that is told through the landscape. In order for Black
Point, an industrial working landscape based around exploiting timber, to become a unique
planned community dedicated to preserving the aesthetic beauty of its natural resources, much of
its working past had to be forgotten in favor of a landscape is that of untouched nature, with
homes built to accommodate themselves to the natural setting of grassy meadows against a
picturesque sea.
Not only has Black Point’s industrial past been forgotten, but the Kashaya Pomo
relationship to Qowíšal has also been forgotten. No mention is made of anywhere, despite the
Kashaya having occupied this place for many hundreds of years at the least prior to white
settlement of the area. Reasons for this lie outside the scope of my research, but whatever the
reason, the result is a landscape that interprets its indigenous inhabitants as departed, even
though they live close by at Stewarts Point Rancheria.
Previous cultural landscapes were dependent upon interconnectedness with surrounding
communities. The Kashaya relied upon a network of trails and travel routes to nearby villages
and tribes for trade and seasonal subsistence-based migration patterns. The Black Point
community relied upon its connection by sea to cosmopolitan areas in San Francisco to maintain
its lumber-based economy. In contrast, the Sea Ranch cultural landscape is valued by residents
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for its remoteness; it is called remote and isolated by visitors and locals alike, a place where
Connerton’s (2009:89) conquest over the tyranny of distance has helped to “free people from the
accident of location,” enabling them to visit in cars (Clark 1990).
Perhaps the exploitative industrial logging past of which Black Point was an epicenter, as
well as the Kashaya Pomo claim to the land, have been left out of Sea Ranch’s collective
memory because in their own ways, both are uncomfortable stories for planners and residents.
Being reminded that the indigenous people whose land was appropriated by white settlers long
before it became Sea Ranch is not a happy story. It could even feel threatening to those who
cherish the landscape as their own. Likewise, the story of the historically industrial landscape of
Black Point does not fit with Sea Ranch’s ecological themes, or the motto of treading lightly on
the land.
Sea Ranch represents two different types of maritime cultural landscapes: in one bygone
version, the sea was utilitarian in nature, when it served Black Point as a freeway for lumber
transportation up and down the coast, and when it served Qowíšal as a place to gather and
process seafood such as fish, molluscs and seaweed. For Sea Ranch, the sea is an aesthetic
environmental factor, proximity to which corresponds with higher real estate value, while
Highway 1 serves as the main transportation corridor for coastal travelers. Part of that aesthetic
is defined by a kind of glossed maritime nostalgia (as in the street names) that actually blurs a
timeless environmental present with a vaguely diffused culturally defined past. Ultimately, the
older industrial maritime landscape was succeeded by a leisure maritime landscape in the space
of less than one hundred years. In order for this to happen, Black Point’s maritime traffic had to
cease to exist, and all traces of Black Point’s raw, industrial maritime landscape had to disappear.
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For many, this past has been forgotten in favor of a newer history that favors environmental
pristineness, aesthetic beauty, and leisure.
An environmental historical interpretation of Black Point/Qowíšal, displayed on site at
the Sea Ranch Lodge where visitors to the area come to eat and stay as well as the parking lot at
Sonoma County Regional Park’s Black Point Beach, would add complexity that would create a
common sense of a shared humanity that comes from a true and thoughtful appreciation of the
past. Such a retelling would embrace differences between the present and past uses of the land,
and highlight the ways in which many cultural groups came together and interacted with it and
each other. Furthermore, such a retelling would be in keeping with Halprin’s ecoscore, which
gives great importance to each organism within a changing environment over time that stretches
into the geologic past, and his desire to foster diversity in the Sea Ranch community.
In sharp contrast to the people who built Sea Ranch, the people who built Black Point in
1870s made it their version of downtown San Francisco, with the latest styles and elaborate
building fronts, because they saw themselves as representing civilization. They were aspirational
and future-oriented. They had noisy machinery—Black Point would have been loud, with the
machinery of the doghole port, the voices of workers conducting the business of the day, and
their families. Less than a hundred years later, visitors to Sea Ranch seek out this same place in
order to escape those ambitions, and that very city and others like it. They come for the quiet
and the pastoral beauty of the untouched meadows, and the roaring of the gentle sea. Evidence
of Black Point’s industrial past is not apparent to the casual observer. The stumps from Sea
Ranch’s logging days are gone, replaced by rolling fields of coastal grass. The buildings that
remain at Black Point fit right in with a quiet, pastoral interpretation of the past. Landscape has
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been manipulated, memory edited, and most outsiders who view this landscape don’t even see
what has been forgotten.
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